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PREFACE 
The pr imary  purpose of this Special Report is to inform interested 
scientists of the capabilities and limitations of the Celescope experiment. 
Testing of the Celescope experiment as a n  independent subsystem has been 
completed; the experiment has  now been installed in Orbiting Astronomical 
Observatory (OAO) Spacecraft No. A-2, in preparation for  launch in  October 
of 1968. 
aspects of the Celescope experiment except those related directly to its 
This report  may therefore be considered as final regarding all 
deployment in  the OAO system. 
It is the policy of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) to  
receive f rom guest investigators requests for observations suitable to this 
instrurnentation and to inform the requesting agency promptly of our recom- 
mendation regarding the request. 
accepted from guest investigators will, of course, depend upon the status of 
the equipment and can never be guaranteed in advance. 
will be conducted during the first 3 months of OAO operation. 
Our ability to conduct observing programs 
No  guest observing 
In addition to SAO's policy of honoring suitable requests f r o m  guest 
investigators, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has, 
as a condition of accepting SA0 as an OAO experimenter, reserved a portion 
of the Celescope observing time for  guest investigators. 
This report  supersedes Special Report No. 11 0, published December 
1962. 
than was No. 110, it does not provide so  much detail as did the ea r l i e r  one. 
Detailed information can be obtained f rom the various Project  Celescope 
reports  listed in  Appendix A. 
Since this new report  is addressed to a different group of readers  
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INTRODUCTION 
Until very recently, as t ronomers  have been forced to conduct their  
observations f r o m  the bottom of the ear th ' s  atmosphere, which significantly 
limits the accuracy, sensitivity, and scope of their  observations. Important 
c lasses  of objects, such as the x-ray stars, lay undiscovered pending man ' s  
ability to place the necessary instrwnents  above the absorbing layers  of the 
atmosphere. Important physical processes ,  such as those occurring in  the 
atmospheres of the hotter stars, required observations in that par t  of the 
ultraviolet spectrum that is totally absorbed by the atmosphere in order  to  
confirm and refine the relevant theoretical concepts. 
galaxies, required for  refining our theories of the universe, have been 
hampered by the blurring effects of the atmosphere. 
a r e  hindered by the brightness of the surrounding sky. 
the sun required that it be studied in  the ultraviolet and x-ray regions of the 
spectrum, and that i t  be studied with higher resolution than any available 
f rom the ground. 
bright enough to provide detectable radiation below a wavelength of 2850 A. 
Studies of remote 
Studies of faint objects 
Our understanding of 
Even from the highest mountains, not even the sun is 
The Celescope experiment is addressed pr imari ly  to  the study of the 
atmospheres of the hotter stars by means of photometric measurements in 
those regions of the ultraviolet that a r e  accessible only from above the 
ear th 's  atmosphere. Named for  its pioneering as a truly celestial  telescope, 
the Celescope concept originated f rom a se r i e s  of meetings in February 1958 
involving the scientific staffs of Harvard College Observatory (HCO) and 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO). 
supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) as 
par t  of their  Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO) program. Other 
experimenters in  the program are the University of Wisconsin, Goddard 
Space Flight Center (GSFC), Princeton University, and University College 
(London). 
(1963). The second OAO satellite, which will be launched in 1968, willcon- 
tain SAO's Celescope experiment and the University of Wisconsin's ultraviolet 
photometry experiment. 
Project  Celescope has been 
The OAO program is described by Ziemer (1961) and by Rogerson 
vii 
The manner chosen fo r  accomplishing the pr imary mission of the 
Celescope project is to conduct a sky survey, with reasonable photometric 
accuracy, in  four ultraviolet bands centered at 2600, 2300, 1600, and 
1500 A, The 1500 
at 1216 A, whereas the other bands a r e  insensitive to that wavelength. 
of the most  important aspects  of this survey is the generation of a catalog 
containing ultraviolet photometric data f o r  all stars observed. 
band includes the hydrogen Lyman-alpha resonance line 
0 
One 
The Celescope is a set of four 12-inch f /2  telescopes, each equipped 
with a television camera.  
square. 
The field of view of each is approximately 2"  
The instrument is designed to operate pr imari ly  as a television 
s te l lar  photometer. 
Project  Celescope now functions under NASA contract No. NAS 5-1 535. 
The instrumentation was procured through a subcontract to Electro- 
Mechanical Research, Incorporated, of Sarasota,  Flor ida.  The Uvicon 
television camera  tubes were procured through a subcontract to Westinghouse 
Electr ic  Go. ,  of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Elmira, New York. 
viii 
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THE CELESCOPE EXPERIMENT 
Edited by 
Robert J. Davis 
1. ASTROPHYSICAL BACKGROUND 
Short-wave electromagnetic radiation reacts  strongly with matter.  At 
wavelengths longer than 3200 A, the effects of the ear th ' s  atmosphere can be 
ra ther  well eliminated f rom observational data by proper  reduction proce- 
dure. 
tion can penetrate the atmosphere below an  altitude of approximately 30 km. 
Altitudes of 40 k m  a r e  necessary for  making reasonably good observations 
between 2000 and 3000 A, and altitudes of 100  k m  are  necessary f o r  making 
reasonably good observations below 2000 A. 
0 
F o r  wavelengths shorter  than 2800 A, no appreciable amount of radia- 
Since the OAO will have an  orbit of 800-km altitude, the ear th ' s  atmos- 
phere will not affect observations conducted with the Cele scope experiment. 
The short-wavelength l imit  for  our survey is set  pr imari ly  by a n  engineering 
constraint requiring that the television camera tube be provided with a face- 
plate transparent to the radiation being measured. 
for  this faceplate mater ia l  in  o rde r  to obtain the greatest  possible wavelength 
We use lithium fluoride 
coverage; the transparency of this mater ia l  limits u s  to  observations above 
1050 A. 
1. 1 Absorption by the Ear th ' s  Atmosphere 
Tousey (1961) gives a chart  showing the depth of penetration of incident 
ultraviolet radiation into the atmosphere. 
dusky "window" near  2100 A, the level to which 37% of the incident radiation 
penetrates is above 30 k m  fo r  all wavelengths shor te r  than 3000 A. Between 
With the exception of a small, 
0 
1 
0 
2000 and 3000 A, the absorption is caused pr imari ly  by ozone (0 ) .  
the maximum ozone density occurs near 20 k m  (Griggs, 1966), appreciable 
amounts extending to 40 k m  effectively block the radiation between 2200 and 
2800 A. 
Although 3 
0 
Between 1000 and 2000 A, the absorption is produced pr imari ly  by molec- 
u la r  oxygen (0 ). 
tion penetrates to a level near  100 km. 
oxygen is discussed by Kamiyama (1959). 
Throughout mos t  of this region, 37% of the incident radia- 2 
The vertical  distribution of molecular 
1. 2 Stellar Atmospheres 
One of Celescope's goals is the measurement  of the brightnesses of at 
least 25,000 main-sequence early-type s t a r s  in four spectral  bands between 
1000 and 3000 A. The datum of interest  is the shape of the spectral-energy 
distribution curves of the different types of stars. 
of main-sequence early-type s t a r s  do we now have a reasonably clear  picture 
of what to expect. 
the Henry Draper Catalog and the Palomar Sky Atlas - we plan to acquire our 
data by a survey of the ent i re  available portion of the celestial  sphere and thus 
increase our chances of making important unexpected discoveries. 
planned our instrumentation and observational program so  as to balance the 
payload limitations of the Celescope with these scientific objectives. 
0 
Only fo r  the atmospheres 
As  was the case  with the great  sky surveys of the past  - e. g., 
W e  have 
Experiments f rom rockets and satell i tes have already given astronomers  
a limited amount of observational information concerning ultraviolet stellar 
spectra.  
1600 and 4100 A. 
short-wavelength limit of 11 00 A (Stecher, 1967). 
22 stars at an  effective wavelength near 1950 A. Byram, Chubb, and 
Fr iedman (1961) observed 42 stars at effective wavelengths near 1250 and 
Stecher and Milligan (1 962) obtained spectra  of seven stars between 
0 
This program is continuing and has been extended to a 
0 
Heddle (1 964) observed 
0 
2 
and 1450 A. 
later observed about the same  number of stars at 1115, 1314, and 1427 A. 
Henize and Wackerling (1 966) and Heinze, Wackerling, and O'callaghan 
(1 967) obtained photographs of a l a rge  number of stars and of about 50 s te l la r  
spectra  in the 2300 to 4000 A range. 
(1967) obtained spectra of six stars in  Orion and two in Scorpio, between 1200 
and 2000 A .  
effective wavelength near  1376 A .  
Chubb and Byram (1963) and Byram, Chubb, and Werner (1965) 
0 
0 
Morton and Spitzer (1966) and Morton 
Smith (1967) measured the brightnesses of 96 stars at an  
These observations indicate ultraviolet fluxes that a r e  a factor of 3 to 10  
lower than had been indicated by the model s te l lar  atmospheres most  widely 
used in predicting the spectra  for  the hotter stars. Part of this discrepancy 
i s  due to the omission of line blanketing in these model atmospheres (Morton, 
1965); par t  is due to inters te l lar  absorption (Boggess and Borgman, 1964; 
Smith, 1967); and par t  may be due to calibration errors. 
observed both by Smith (1967) and by Chubb and Byram (1963), Smith's 
observations at  1376 A gave fluxes averaging 2.6 t imes higher than Chubb 
and Byram's  observations at  1427 A (7 s ta rs ) ,  and 1. 9 t imes higher than 
Chubb and Byram's  observations at 1314 A (16 stars). 
observed both by Heddle (1964) and by Stecher and Milligan (1962), Heddle's 
broad-band observations at 1950 A gave fluxes averaging 2. 7 t imes  higher 
than Stecher and Milligan's spectrophotometric observations at  the same 
wavelength. 
mean values, increasing from a factor of 3 at the shorter  wavelengths to a 
factor of 10 at the longer wavelengths. Bless, Code, and Houck (1968) have 
reviewed the available data and concluded that the best  observational data 
a r e  accurate to  about f 0. 25 mag, and that the best  blanketed model atmos- 
pheres are consistent with them. 
Of the 21 s t a r s  
0 
0 
0 
Of the five stars 
0 
All the above comparisons show considerable scat ter  about these 
This problem of the ultraviolet fluxes f r o m  hot stars is of great  importance 
to theoretical astrophysics. One goal of Celescope is to strengthen the 
observational foundation, and to char t  the path f o r  observing programs and 
instrumentation for  future, m o r e  specialized satell i tes that a r e  being planned. 
3 
Figures 1 through 5 compare the theoretical spectral  distributions of 
stars of various spectral  types with the conservative provisional spectral  
distributions we used during the design of the Celescope experiment. 
2 also includes a comparison of these spectral  distributions with the available 
observational material .  
1376 A include a correction for interstellar absorption, whereas the other 
observations do not. ) 
Figure 
(It should be noted that Smith's (1 967) observations at 
0 
Figures  6 through 9 indicate the relationship between spectral  type and 
Each limiting V magnitude f o r  each of the four Celescope spectral  ranges. 
f igure shows, for one of these spectral  ranges, the bright and faint limits for  
routine Celescope observations. 
damaging our most sensitive detector; it is based upon the theoretical 
unblanketed spectral  distribution curves and is the same  for  all four figures. 
The faint limit is set 2. 5 mag above the noise level of the instrumentation, 
where the system is capable of measuring to a n  accuracy of 0.1 mag rms. 
Curves based on both the theoretical and the provisional spectral  distributions 
a r e  shown in the figures. 
instrumentation a r e  discussed in more  detail i n  Section 2 of this report. 
The bright limit is set by the danger of 
The observational capabilities of the Celescope 
The scientific objective on which we based the Celescope design was an 
ultraviolet sky survey to the limiting magnitudes shown in Figures 6 through 
9 .  Since the Celescope experiment can observe about 1. 570 of the sky in a 
week and since Celescope has control of the OAO only every other week, it will 
take 2 years  to complete a survey of the entire sky - longer than the expected 
lifetime of either the spacecraft  o r  the experiment. Therefore our plan is to  
concentrate our observations in a set of selected a r e a s  (described m o r e  fully 
in Section 3 ) ,  and obtain a reasonably accurate  statist ical  sampling of stars 
throughout the celestial  sphere,  filling in  between them when we a r e  not able 
to observe a selected a rea .  Because we cannot observe within 45"  of either 
the sun o r  the antisolar direction, we will need 6 months to obtain really 
uniform cove rage. 
4 
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Figure 10 indicates the distribution of s t a r s  of various spectral  types 
that we expect to observe. 
we shorten the effective wavelength of our photometric system, we get a 
smaller  and smaller  proportion of the later-type stars. 
The visual region is included for reference. As 
The significance of our survey depends both upon the number of stars of 
each spectral  type we observe, and upon the distribution of our observations 
around the celestial sphere. In the first week we will t r y  to observe s.evera1 
hundred 0 and B stars in one region of the sky. In the first month we will 
observe over 1000 0 and B stars, about 100 A stars, and over 50 F and G 
stars, distributed somewhat unevenly over the sky. 
1. 3 Interstellar Absorption 
The interstellar medium consists of two components - gas and dust - 
which a r e  recognized and studied by their  absorption of light f rom distant 
s tars .  The gaseous component absorbs only in narrow spectral  l ines and 
has no measurable effect in t e rms  of a broad-band photometric system such 
as Celescope, with the possible exception of the effects of the hydrogen 
Lyman-alpha line on our U4 magnitude. 
cate, however, that even that line is probably too narrow to affect the broad- 
band magnitudes of stars bright enough to be observed by Celescope. 
Morton's (1 967) observations indi- 
The effects of inters te l lar  dust a r e  of significant importance to the 
Celescope experiment, and the evaluation of these effects is another of its 
scientific goals. 
than at long wavelengths, thus reddening the spectra  of distant stars. 
11 shows a representative selection of published inters te l lar  reddening curves, 
normalized to a (B - V) color excess of 1 mag. 
Interstellar dust absorbs more  strongly at  short  wavelengths 
Figure 
The ultraviolet portion of 
the inters te l lar  reddening law re s t s  upon a very small  amount of observational 
material ,  mostly f rom stars with little reddening. 
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2. CAPABILITIES OF THE INSTRUMENTATION 
The Celescope experiment has four ultraviolet- sensitive television 
photometers, each of which consists of a 31 -cm f /2 Schwarzschild telescope, 
two fixed optical filters, and a Uvicon television camera.  Power, signal- 
processing, and electronic control are provided by the separate  electronic 
package. 
optical axis pointed in the aft direction. 
spectrophotometry experiment by the University of Wisconsin, pointing in  
The experiment is rigidly mounted in  the spacecraft, with its 
An ultraviolet photometry and 
the forward direction, is rigidly attached to  the bottom end of the Celescope 
experiment. The OAO spacecraft  furnishes pr imary  power, signal t rans-  
mission, and stabilization for both experiments. The Celescope instrumen- 
tation is described in  m o r e  detail in  Section 5 of this report. 
a cutaway view of one of the telescopes. ) 
(Figure 26 is 
2. 1 Field of View 
Figure 12 shows the field of view of the four Celescope photometers. 
F o r  each photometer, the intersection of the optic axis with the celestial  
sphere is indicated by the intersection of the a r rows  labelled Y and Z . The 
field of view i s  limited both by the s ize  of the photocathode, shown in Figure 
12 as the outer circle,  and by the s ize  and position of the scanning ras te r ,  
shown in Figure 1 2  a s  the outer square. 
both photocathode and scanning raster will contribute to  the video signal. 
Shown within this common a r e a  are a c i rc le  of 2" diameter and a square 2" 
on a side, centered on the optic axis. This 2" square is the usable field of 
view for Celescope. 
coordinate system, owing to a misinterpretation of alignment procedures 
when this camera  was manufactured. 
field of view and was therefore retained. 
C C 
Any object in the a r e a  common to 
The C-1 camera  is skewed 15" relative to the pr imary  
This skewing does not affect the usable 
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Figure 12. Cele - e field of view. 
The position of the scanning raster relative to  thisusable  field of view i s  
subject to shifts of up to 10 arcmin, owing primarily to the effects of the 
ear th 's  magnetic field. 
of the optic axis, and an independent means of photometric calibration, each 
photometer i s  equipped with a calibrator lamp, which can be turned on o r  off 
by cornmand; the position of this calibration image is shown in Figure 12, for  
each photometer, by a small filled square. 
To  provide both an accurate indication of the position 
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In order  t o  preclude loss of a spectral  region in the event of failure of 
one of the photometers, two optical filters have been mounted in front of each 
Uvicon to divide the field of view into two portions with different spectral  
o r  U in Figure 12. The corresponding responses designated as U1, U2, U3, 
response curves are shown in Figure 13. 
a function primarily of the transmittances of the optical f i l ter  materials,  and 
does not vary appreciably from one telescope to another for  the same type of 
fi l ter .  The long-wavelength response is a function primarily of the quantum 
efficiencies of the Uvicons, and depends not only upon the photocathode mate-  
rial, but also upon differences in performance from one Uvicon to another. 
Thus, as is shown in Figure 13, the long-wavelength response of the F-1 
telescope is different f rom that of the F -3  telescope, and that of the F-2 tele- 
scope is different f rom that of the F-4 telescope. 
scope as F-1, F - 2 ,  F-3, o r  F-4 re fers  to the serial number assigned to the 
hardware as the telescope was built; the designation of a camera  as C - I ,  C-2, 
C-3, or C-4 re fers  to the electronic channel in Bay E-4 to which the telescopes 
a r e  connected. 
camera chain C - I ;  F - 2  is connected to C-2;  F - 3  to C-3; and F-4  to C-4. 
4 
The short-wavelength response is 
(The designation of a tele- 
In the flight Celescope payload, telescope F-1 is connected to 
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Figure 13. Typical spectral-response curves for Celescope. 
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2.  2 Stabilization and Orientation 
Orientation of the Celescope experiment is accomplished by means of 
Orientation i s  appropriate commands to the OAO stabilization subsystem. 
determined by measuring the positions of guide s t a r s  relative to the OAO 
control axes with s ix  two-axis s t a r  t rackers .  
able gimbal excursion, the limited number of guide s t a r s  assigned, and the 
occultation of guide s t a r s  by the earth, not all  slew maneuvers a r e  permis-  
sible. 
Support Computer Program System (SCPS), which attempts to find a sequence 
of orientation commands that will maintain favorable gimbal angles f o r  a t  
least  two s t a r  t rackers  a t  all  times. If this path causes one s t a r  t racker  to 
exceed the allowable gimbal angle, the slew maneuver must hold the OAO at 
that position while another t racker  is commanded to  acquire a new guide star.  
Although no concise set  of rules can be formulated to give the use r  absolute 
assurance that his desired orientation sequence will be accepted by the SCPS, 
most maneuvers of l e s s  than 5"  will be accepted, and most maneuvers of 
greater  than 20" will be rejected. 
Because of the limited allow- 
The permissibility of a desired maneuver is established by NASA's 
Additional constraints on allowable orientations a r e  se t  by the require- 
ment that direct  sunlight must not impinge on the outer end of either experi-  
ment, and that the orientation relative to  the sun be such a s  to achieve ade- 
quate power from the solar  paddles. The f i r s t  constraint requires that the 
spacecraft must be rolled 180" when the optical axis c ros ses  the great  
c i rc le  9 0 "  f rom the sun. This complicated maneuver i s  not allowed in the 
f i r s t  30 days of the flight and must be used a s  l i t t le a s  possible thereafter. 
The second constraint implies that the line perpendicular to the solar  paddles 
l ie within 10" of the sun. 
In order  to minimize the possibility of damage to the Celescope experi- 
ment, SA0 is for the present requiring that it not be operated when pointing 
at  the ear th  (o r  a t  any point in the atmosphere below 200 km altitude), the 
moon, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, o r  any s t a r  brighter than the bright 
limit shown in Figures 6 through 9. 
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The position of a s t a r  within the Celescope field of view i s  specified by 
q, the angular distance from the grea t  c i rc le  labelled Zc  (with positive q in  
the direction indicated by the Yc arrow), and by 5 ,  the angular distance f rom 
the grea t  c i rc le  labelled Y 
Z arrow). 
of the -X 
tion of the -X 
counterclockwise f rom the Y 
ships among the Celescope coordinate system, the OAO orientation, and the 
celestial  coordinate system a r e  shown in  Figure 14. 
(with positive 5 in the direction indicated by the 
C 
The orientation of the OAO is specified by ao, the right ascension 
C 
axis (Celescope optic axis) in 1950. 0 coordinates; 6 o J  the declina- 
C 
axis in 1950.0 coordinates; and p, the ro l l  angle measured 
C 
a r row to the north direction. The relation- 
C 
OAO No. A-2 has only coarse  guidance capabilities, no e r r o r  signals 
being provided by either experimenter. These capabilities provide pointing 
control accurate to  within 1 a rcmin  rms, corresponding to about two televi- 
sion lines in our ras te r  and i s  considerably more accurate than our a pr ior i  
knowledge of the position of the r a s t e r  relative to the optic axis. 
2. 3 Spectral Response 
Figure 13 shows typical spectral-response curves for the four Celescope 
passbands. 
positions within the field of view of each telescope, finding no major  var ia-  
tions in the shapes of these curves ac ross  the photocathode, but variations in 
the amplitudes of up to  a factor of 2 from the leas t  sensitive position to  the 
most sensitive position. Variations f rom one photometer to another occur 
primarily at  the long-wavelength end of the response curves and resul t  
from variations in the Uvicon's photocathode response. 
shown in Figure 13 apply at  the center of the field of view. 
discussed in more  detail in Section 6 of this report. 
W e  have calibrated the spectral  response a t  a minimum of 14 
The typical curves 
Calibration is 
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FIRST POINT OF ARIES r) 
S 
Figure 14. Star position and Celescope coordinate system as 
seen looking a t  the celestial  sphere f rom the inside. 
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2. 4 Sensitivity and Photometric Accuracy 
If a television signal i s  to b e  used for  s te l lar  photometry, it must provide 
a type of information f rom which the following input variables can be derived: 
A, the effective wavelength; I(A),  the intensity a t  that wavelength: and (a,d), 
the direction to the s t a r  in right ascension and declination. 
Whether the television picture is transmitted a s  an analog o r  as a digital 
signal, the information can be expressed and analyzed mathematically a s  a 
matrix A in  which the coefficient a represents  the signal amplitude for the 
ka 1 
kth television scanning line and the Lth television-picture element. If a te le-  
vision system is to function satisfactorily a s  a s te l lar  photometer, each of 
the four desired input variables must be derivable f rom this output matrix. 
In other words, the following sca la r  functions of this mat r ix  must  be accu- 
rately defined over the range of interest  to the astronomer: A(A), the color 
t ransfer  function; I(A), the intensity t ransfer  function; a, b ( A ) ,  the position 
t ransfer  function. 
in reference to the intensity t ransfer  function, as defined above and a s  dis- 
cussed in more  detail in the paragraph below. It is important to note that the 
foregoing requirement is much l e s s  stringent than would be the case if it were 
required that the television signal be used directly to produce a picture d i s -  
playing this same information t o  an observer. 
Celescope experiment, however, is  very s imilar  to that of the more  usual 
picture-producing television systems from which the Celescope concept was 
initially de rived. 
In this report, we use the t e rm "transfer  function" solely 
The functional design of the 
The manner in which the Uvicon converts the photoelectric signal f rom 
the photocathode into a video signal i s  described in detail by Goetze (1966), 
Boerio, Beyer, and Goetze (1966), Beyer and Goetze (1966), Beyer, Green, 
and Goetze (1 966), Doughty ( 1  966), and Marshall and Roane ( 1  966). Their 
studies have shown that a s  the input signal increases  in strength, the output 
signal increases  in both width and amplitude, i n  such a manner that 
= f ( V )  itex p z a 
2 3  
where Vz is the summation of the coefficients of the output matrix,  i i s  the 
photoelectric current,  and t 
to the imaging section of the Uvicon. 
and output amplitude is called the t ransfer  function f The form of the 
t ransfer  function depends strongly on the manner in which the Uvicon is 
operated and on the circuit  parameters  of the system in which it is installed. 
In practice, we must  calibrate this t ransfer  function separately for the analog 
and digital modes, using the actual flight configuration of the electronic sys-  
tem. It is again necessary to  make separate  calibrations at  a number of dif-  
ferent  positions on the photocathode and to determine the effect of temperature 
variations on these t ransfer  functions. Figure 15 compares a typical t rans-  
fe r  function obtained during calibration of Uvicon No. R19A with those given 
by the manufacturers (.Beyer, Green, and Goetze, 1966) and to that given by 
Davis (1966a) fo r  an ear l ie r  calibration of the same tube. 
demonstrates the importance of calibrating the camera  tube in the actual 
electronic system with which it will be operated in space. 
i s  the length of time that high voltage is applied 
The relationship between input intensity 
ex 
P' 
Such a comparison 
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Figure 15. Intensity t ransfer  function for typical Uvicons using 
three different scanning techniques. 
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The sensitivity of the Celescope system to faint s t a r s  depends upon the 
exposure t ime and upon the noise level in the video signal. 
exposure time that will be used for all  routine observations is 60 sec. 
a dangerously bright s t a r  is  within the field of view, we can reduce our 
threshold sensitivity 2. 5 mag by reducing the exposure t ime to 6 sec;  shorter  
exposure t imes a r e  not recommended. 
special interest ,  we can increase our threshold sensitivity 1. 75 mag by 
increasing the exposure time to 300 sec;  longer exposure t imes a r e  not 
r e  commended. 
Our standard 
When 
If we plan to observe a faint s ta r  of 
The rms system noise signal, re fe r red  to  the Uvicon camera output, i s  
We  have defined threshold sensitivity to correspond approximately 0 .15  mvolt. 
to  a peak signal of 0.45 mvolt above the average background level; such a 
signal has l e s s  than a 1% probability of being a noise pulse. Experience has 
shown that a star twice as bright a s  this threshold level i s  easily recognized 
and measured, whereas a star half as bright a s  this threshold level cannot 
be seen a t  all. To i l lustrate this point, Figure 16 shows the portion of the 
output signal mat r ices  containing the on-axis calibration signals for three 
brightness levels for  Celescope photometer no. C-1, in units of 5 x l o m 5  
volt. The elements containing significant signals a r e  circled. The other 
elements contain noise signals. 
Each brightness level i s  repeated three t imes during calibration to  
provide information regarding the photometric accuracy of the system. 
Figures 15 and 16 indicate representative output variations to be expected 
when identical inputs a r e  imposed on a Celescope photometer. 
tuations correspond to an r m s  accuracy, for brightnesses between 2 and 
8000 t imes threshold, of about fO. 1 mag. They appear to be due primarily 
to  fluctuations in the control voltages and environmental conditions imposed 
on the Uvicon, and not to the electronic noise that l imits threshold 
sensitivity. 
These fluc- 
For  our standard exposure t ime of 60 sec, threshold sensitivity c o r r e s -  
-17 ponds to  a photoelectric current,  iN, of 1 X 10 
spectrum I (A)  for  a 0-mag s ta r ,  we can use the spectral-response curves of 
Figure 13 to determine the photocurrent, 
amp. I f  we assume a 
0 
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io = J S ( A ) I O ( A )  dX a 
0 
that the star will produce in  one of the Celescope photometers. 
old magnitude can then be defined as 
The thresh- 
0 
N 
i 
i Vth = 2 .5  log - . 
plotted in  Figures  6 through 9 are 2. 5 mag vlim' The limiting magnitudes, 
brighter than Vth. 
2 .  5 Resolution 
Under ideal conditions, the Celescope television system is just capable 
of resolving two stars separated by a distance of two television lines (1 arcmin).  
The optical system has a limiting resolution of about 0. 7 arcmin.  The result- 
ing ideal system resolution of 1. 5 a rcmin  is valid throughout most of the field 
of view for s t a r s  fa.inter than 10 t imes threshold. 
photographs of a resolution tes t  pattern taken during selection of high-voltage 
divider values for Uvicon 65-40-031A. 
F 3  = 16, F 2  = 3. 8. ) Each ring is OP23 l a rger  than the next; the points in the 
third ring a r e  separated by about 5 arcmin. 
spread reduces system resolution in accordance with the curve shown in 
Figure 18. 
Figure 17 shows a set  of 
(The values chosen as optimum were 
F o r  brighter stars, image 
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F2 = 3.9 F2 = 4.0 
Figure 17. Optimization of F2 voltage for  tube no. 65-40-031A. 
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3 .  METHOD OF OPERATION 
The Celescope instrumentation has been planned and de signed to function 
The complex sequence of voltage pr imari ly  as a real-time OAO experiment. 
switching required to  generate each television picture is achieved by t rans-  
mitting a corresponding sequence of experiment commands via the OAO radio 
command system. The video signal controlled by these commands is nor- 
mally coupled directly to the wide-band t ransmit ter  of the OAO spacecraft  
for  real-t ime t ransmission to the ground. The command storage and data 
storage of the OAO spacecraft  are available to the Celescope experiment f o r  
supplementary and emergency use, but a r e  not large enough to allow efficient 
use  of the Celescope instrumentation in  other than a real-t ime mode. 
Seven types of command are available for  controlling the Celescope 
expe r iment: 
1 .  Data-handling commands that control the storage of engineering 
telemetry data. 
2. Redundant subsystem- selection commands that enable us to change 
f rom an inoperative subsystem to its replacement. 
3. System operating-mode commands that allow a selection among 
real-time analog, real-t ime digital, and stored digital modes of video 
ope ration. 
4. Video-selection commands that select  the camera  whose video signal is 
connected to the spacecraft  and is controlled by the system operating-mode 
s e l  e cti on. 
5. Television-adjustment commands that independently control the 
focusing voltages for  each of the four cameras.  
6 .  Television-operating commands that independently control the 
operating voltages for  each of the four cameras. 
7. C o m a n d s  that turn the calibration lamps on and off. 
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In addition to these experiment commands, we have use of the following 
spacecraft command s : 
1. S A 0  on-off commands that connect our experiment to  the spacecraft 
power system. 
2 .  Data-handling commands that control the storage and real-t ime 
transmission of Celescope status data, Celescope video data, and spacecraft  
status data. 
A f u l l  description of Celescope commands and of OAO instructions 
available t o  Celescope is found in  the Celescope Operations Manual. 
Both the OAO system and the Celescope experiment were designed 
primarily for  control by digital computer. 
sent to the spacecraft  or to the Celescope experiment without i t s  effects f i r s t  
being evaluated by the SCPS program on NASA's 360 computer, 
commands to  the computer via a s e t  of instructions called the Experimenter 's  
Target Lis t  (ETL). 
SCPS: 
In general, no command can be 
We input 
The ETL specifies the following information to the 
1. Ground- station contact. 
2 .  Spacecraft orientation f o r  the f i r s t  target, relative either to 1950. 0 
celestial coordinates (right ascension, declination, and roll)  or to the 
previous orientation (amount of slew in pitch, yaw, and roll). 
3. Command sequence required f o r  accomplishing the observation 
desired a t  the f i r s t  target. 
4. Orientations and command sequences required for  second target, 
etc. 
SA0 uses two techniques f o r  generating target list: semiautomatic 
generation by a computer program whose function is to  maximize the 
efficiency with which the sky survey is completed, and manual generation by 
a n  astronomer when the computer is not available. A Celescope command 
sequence will be rejected by SAO's compilation program, in  either the semi- 
automatic o r  the manual method, if it does not conform to the safety rules 
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incorporated in that program. 
a n  ETL, the OAO staff will remove the deficiencies and resubmit the ETL 
until a n  acceptable list is achieved. 
is a contact message  in OAO command format. 
NASA and S A 0  personnel f o r  final accuracy, af ter  which it is transmitted to 
the ground stations for  re lay to the OAO. 
message a r e  not only the Celescope and spacecraft  commands necessary fo r  
acquiring the data specified by the target list, but a lso a number of routine 
housekeeping sequences for  determining the status of the OAO, f o r  protecting 
i t  in  the event of cer ta in  types of emergency, etc. 
After analyzing the reasons for rejection of 
At  this point, the output f rom the SCPS 
This message  is reviewed by 
Incorporated into the contact 
At  the OAO ground stations, the contact messages  are  stored in AD/ECS 
computers for  controlled release during the contact. 
status data fail to fall within specified limits, appropriate emergency 
sequences a r e  transmitted by the AD /ECS and the remainder of the normal 
contact message is aborted. 
experimenter to t ransmit  experiment commands directly from a console in  
his operations area at GSFC, and it is possible for NASA to manually call 
individual OAO commands and command sequences f rom a console in the OAO 
operations a r e a  at GSFC if the desired command has  previously been stored 
in  the AD/ECS for  such use. 
use manual methods for  t ransmission of orientation commands. 
If the telemetered 
Under special conditions, it is possible for  the 
It is normally not permissible, however, to  
In response to commands received from the ground stations, the OAO 
generates various types of data and t ransmits  them back to the ground 
stations. NASA screens,  combines, and reformats  these data for  delivery 
on magnetic tape to the experimenter. The Celescope digital data tape will 
contain both the digital video signal and the information necessary fo r  
relating it to the operation that produced it. 
to change to the analog mode of operation, the analog video signal will be 
transmitted to SA0  on a n  analog- recorded magnetic tape, with a separate  
listing required f o r  relating the signal to the operation that produced it. 
If it ever  becomes necessary 
3 3  
Five ground stations have been assigned to the OAO: Rosman, North 
Carolina; Quito, Ecuador; Santiago, Chile; Orroral ,  Australia; and Madagascar. 
Only the Rosman station is connected to the control center via a wide-band 
microwave link; the other stations are  connected to GSFC via teletype links. 
During normal operations, the target list will be prepared 3 weeks 
before use, and data tapes will not be received at S A 0  until 3 weeks after 
the data were received by the ground station. 
of operations, our staff at GSFC will receive quick-look data analyses 
within 90 min  of the start of a Rosman contact. 
monitors in our operations a r e a  at GSFC that provide real-time displays of 
the televised data received at the Rosman station. 
In order to maintain control 
We a l so  maintain television 
Commands can be addressed either f o r  immediate execution by space- 
craft  o r  experiment, o r  for onboard storage to  be executed at a specified 
future time. 
ing the address  and the second specifying the function. 
command requires 128 msec.  A command will be transmitted within 1 s ec  of 
the time specified by the ETL, if possible. If previous commands have taken 
more  time than expected, the command will be transmitted relative to the 
previous command, preserving the interval between each command. Reorien- 
tation commands must  be executed f rom command storage; other commands 
may  be either real-t ime o r  stored. 
Each command consists of two 32-bit words, the first specify- 
Transmission of one 
The OAO command storage has  256 command locations. However, 
approximately half of this capacity is permanently occupied with various 
emergency routines. 
commands when the OAO is under Celescope control, because approximately 
1 0  commands a r e  required to specify each axis required for  a slew. Opera- 
tion of the Celescope experiment entirely f r o m  command memory will 
therefore require reloading the memory  once for  each contact. 
The remaining capacity is normally devoted to slew 
The time of execution of a stored command can be specified with 16-sec 
Separate com- resolution with a maximum delay of approximately 18 hours. 
mands specified f o r  execution at the same time will be executed at 5-msec 
intervals. 
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After  execution of a command, a "settling time'' is required for the 
status of the instrumentation to stabilize in  the new configuration. 
important settling t imes to remember  when compiling a command sequence 
for the Celescope experiment are: 
commands; 5 min for  "mercury calibration lamp on" commands; 10 sec  f o r  
"xenon calibration lamp on" commands; 180 sec  for single-axis slew com- 
mands of 2 "  o r  l e s s ;  at least  5 min  for  most  slew commands grea te r  than 
2 O and l e s s  than 30"  ; a variable settling time between 0 and 10. 5 sec  for 
the "beam on" commands required to produce a digital video signal; a vari-  
able settling time between 0 and 0. 5 sec  for the "beam on" commands 
required to produce an analog video signal. 
The most  
0. 2 sec  for  "expose on" and "expose off" 
A normal observing program with the Celescope instrument entails the 
following steps, transmitted to the OAO by means  of the target  list and 
SCPS: 
1. At the last contact before commencement of Celescope operations, 
the following stored commands required fo r  execution and settling pr ior  to 
contact for  preparing the instrumentation for  observing a r e  transmitted: 
a. Reorientation commands for  slewing to the first target. 
b. "Mercury calibration lamp on" commands if calibration 
is desired for either the C-1 or  the C-3 camera. 
c. A priming sequence of 9 commands for  each camera  to 
be used f o r  the observation. F r o m  command storage, 
this sequence requires  165 sec, independently of the 
number of cameras  t o  be used. 
d. Additional reorientation commands if  more  than one tar- 
get is to  be observed during the contact. 
2. The first 3 min of the contact is reserved for  determining and 
evaluating the status of the spacecraft  and experiments. 
detected, the normal  contact message  is aborted and a n  automatic emergency 
sequence is substituted. 
If a malfunction is 
3 5  
3 .  "Xenon calibration lamp on" commands are required 10 s e c  before 
expose on" commands if calibration is desired fo r  either the C-2 o r  the I I  
C-4 camera.  
4. Exposure t ime is controlled by specifying the interval between a n  
"expose on'' command and a n  "expose off" command for  each camera.. 
Selection of exposure time and that of pointing direction a r e  the only options 
normally available fo r  scientific control of the Celescope experiment. 
calibration of the equipment is questionable for  exposure t imes l e s s  than 
5 sec  or  more  than 120  sec. Exposure t imes longer than 180 sec  become 
difficult to f i t  into the OAO observing schedule, and exposure t imes  longer 
than 300 sec  a r e  not allowed. 
eously. Calibration lamps should be turned off immediately af ter  the end of 
exposure. 
The 
All four cameras  can be exposed simultan- 
5. A s e r i e s  of six commands is required to read each camera.  Only one 
camera can be read at a time. In  e i ther  of the digital modes (real- t ime 
PCM mode o r  s tore  mode), 22 s e c  is required fo r  t ransmission of the video 
signal. 
109 sec  fo r  four cameras.  In the analog mode, 1 sec  is required for  t rans-  
mission of the video signal. The total time required var ies  f rom 22 sec  for  
one camera to 28 sec  for  four cameras .  
The total time required var ies  f rom 43 sec  for  one camera  to  
6. If more  than one target  is  to be observed during the contact, a slew 
can be performed simultaneously with readout. 
performed before the completion of the slew maneuver. 
requires  88 sec, independently of the number of cameras  used. 
and readout must  then be repeated as above. 
The priming sequence can be 
Real-time priming 
Expose 
7. The last 30 sec  of the contact is reserved for the standard OAO 
departure sequence. 
The length of a contact varies between 7 and 12 min. This and other 
details  of each contact, including ground-station assignment, are provided 
about 3 weeks in  advance by NASA in the NETCON tables, available in  both 
printed and computer - compatible formats.  
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4. PLAN OF OPERATION 
A s  discussed in  Section 1 of this report, the Celescope experiment was 
not designed for  the detailed analysis of a small number of objects of special  
interest ,  but for  the intercomparison of general properties of a la rge  number 
of objects not individually specified. 'Reliability analyses indicate that the 
probability of our observing every object within reach of this instrumentation 
is considerably l e s s  than 1%. 
slew maneuvers that will maximize the number of objects we expect to 
observe, while introducing a minimum of bias into the results as a conse- 
quence of incomplete sky cove rage. 
Our goal is therefore to find the sequence of 
Special observing requests  may be introduced into this scheme in a 
variety of ways, depending upon the urgency of the request, the number of 
targets involved, and the relative importance of the special observing 
program. 
Our sky-mapping operation will be performed in  three  stages: First, we 
will observe a n  initial region about 15" X 15" that is  near  both the galactic 
plane and the pole of the orbit and that conforms to all of the spacecraft 
constraints; second, we will observe as many as possible of the 50 selected 
a r e a s  that a r e  evenly distributed through the sky; and finally, we will 
observe the remainder of the sky and the remaining selected a r e a s  as  they 
become available. Table 1 specifies the locations of our selected areas. 
Orbital operations a r e  planned to proceed through the following stages: 
(1) rehearsal ,  including a t  least  1 month of round-the-clock operation of the 
OAO by the operations teams to  simulate completely the first month in  orbit  
and cer ta in  types of emergency situations; (2) launch support, during which 
time pa r t  of the operations team is engaged in  prelaunch testing at  the 
Atlantic Missile Range, while the other par t  of the team is maintaining the 
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Table 1. Celescope selected areas. 
Celes t ia l  coordinates  Galact ic  coord ina tes  
Right 
P I1 b ascens ion  D c cl inat  ion I1 
S c, 1 c c ted 
ar1.a no. 
1 
2 
3 
1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
11  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17  
18 
19  
20  
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29  
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45  
46 
47 
49  
50 
48 
25. I 1  
70. 00 
115.00 
160. 96 
205. 03 
250.63 
295. 00 
340. 00  
5.69 
47. 51 
90.42 
137. 50 
183 .84  
227. 50 
273.45 
317. 03 
2 . 8 3  
47. 38 
91. 94 
139. 00 
182.21 
227. 32 
272. 02 
318. 74 
23.86 
70.17 
114. 39 
160. 54 
206. 52 
249 .44  
295. 00 
340.90 
24.99 
71. 35 
115.21 
157. 93 
204. 99 
250. 17 
292. 36 
338. 77 
19 .65  
112. 92 
206. 84  
295.24 
25. 08 
115.62 
204. 98 
294. 00 
214.85 
259.46 
1.  01 
0. 00 
-0.01 
0. 38 
-0. 30 
0. 59 
0. 01 
-0 .01  
23. 77 
22. 51 
23. 02 
22. 50 
1 3 . 2 3  
22 .49  
22. 02 
22. 15 
-21.24 
-21 .68  
-21. 87 
-21.97 
-22.27 
-22. 76 
-23 .53  
-23 .79  
46. 51 
44.61 
46.21 
45.67 
45. 46 
44 .60  
45.66 
45 .94  
-45 .00  
-45.01 
-45. 86 
-45.67 
-45 .01  
-43. 76 
-46. 24 
-45. 84 
66. 98 
67.26 
68 .48  
66.66 
-66.47 
-67. 52 
-67. 51 
-65 .45  
90. 00 
-87. 78 
277.70 
301. 37 
355.27 
72. 12 
98. 30 
122.37 
175.27 
250 .85  
248.12 
267.62 
283. 37 
85 .00  
112. 42 
128. 75 
159 .25  
208. 95 
289. 75 
308. 00  
337.75 
31 .25  
67. 35 
87. 30 
103. 12 
271. 50 
236.62 
245. 37 
209. 87 
144. 00  
142. 80 
157.25 
186.42 
217.87 
322. 00 
338. 50 
6. 6 0  
36.25 
58. 37 
66. 57 
33. 50  
325. 02 
216. 15  
198. 25 
167. 95 
189. 17 
345.62 
9. 42 
36.40 
18 .25  
192 .25  
14. 00 
-6. 53 
32. 30 
61. 53 
44.67 
6 . 9 3  
-32. 50 
-61. 53 
-45. 17 
-1 0. 80  
22 .43  
60 .28  
75 .98  
35. 38 
-1.68 
-32. 92 
-38.63 
-3 5.6 3 
2 .00  
32 .30  
38.27 
14 .25  
-22 .37  
-61 .83  
-75 .37  
13 .70  
44.83 
70. 00 
55 .20  
23 .47  
-3 .00  
-16. 58 
-9.00 
-24. 38 
3. 67 
16 .40  
10. 33 
-1 3. 77 
-44.88 
-69. 37 
20 .08  
49.67 
27. 58 
4 .25  
-56. 30 
-28. G8 
-5. 08 
-22.20 
-51 .53  
27 .40  
-29. 00 
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ground-support system at GSFC in a state of readiness for  launch; (3) post- 
launch spacecraft  initialization; (4) Wisconsin experiment initialization and 
experimentation; (5) Celescope initialization and initial observations; 
(6)  routine operation, during which time the Celescope experiment and the 
Wisconsin experiment will be operated alternately for  7 days each. Under 
these conditions, the Celescope initial region will be completed about 3 weeks 
af ter  launch, and 15 selected a r e a s  will be completed during the first 2 
months of OAO operation. 
blocked by the solar,  antisolar, and flip-circle constraints, so that after 2 
months we will begin the final phase of our sky-mapping operation and con- 
tinue with the selected areas as  they became available. A s  noted above, it 
would require more  than 2 years  to complete an  all-sky map  with this instru- 
ment; the probability of the Celescope experiment lasting that long is l e s s  
than 170. Our reliability analysis, discussed more  fully in  Section 5, indicates 
approximately 9070 probability of the Cele scope electronic subsystem operating 
long enough to complete the mapping of the available selected a reas .  However, 
this analysis does not include a n  assessment  of Uvicon reliability, because 
the number of Uvicons built and tested was not grea t  enough to allow proper 
statist ical  analysis. 
Most of the remaining selected a r e a s  will be 
N o r  does i t  include the effects of spacecraft reliability. 
Responsibility for  safe and efficient operation of the OAO r e s t s  with the 
Project  Operations Director  (POD), a post that is manned continually by one 
of the properly qualified senior staff members  f rom NASA's OAO Project 
Office. 
a r e  organized so  as to keep the POD informed of the status and operating 
schedule of the OAO. 
Center, shows most  aspects  of this organization. 
tions team is par t  of the OAO operations team. 
SA0  team on duty is termed the Celescope Experiment Director.  
responsible to S A 0  fo r  operating the Celescope experiment in such a manner 
as to acquire meaningful scientific data, insofar as the real-t ime information 
supplied to him will allow. 
to  the POD fo r  operating the S A 0  experiment in conformance with the formal  
OAO operating procedures, and for  apprising the POD of the status, 
The displays and personnel of the OAO operations center at GSFC 
Figure 19, a layout drawing of the Project  Operations 
The SA0 Celescope opera- 
The senior member  of the 
He is 
He is also directly and immediately responsible 
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operating schedule, and problems of the Celescope experiment. 
to organize four Celescope operations teams of three members  each, to  
provide full-time coverage under any foreseeable conditions. 
operating week, the duty team will include all three members  - the junior 
members  of the team will have responsibility fo r  apprising the Celescope 
Experiment Director  of difficulties encountered in the operation of the 
experiment, and fo r  operating the Cele scope ground- support equipment (GSE). 
During Wisconsin's operating week, the SA0 duty team will be only one mem- 
ber ,  whose responsibility is to  monitor the Celescope status data and in  the 
event of Celescope malfunction during this standby period to alert additional 
team members  and institute emergency procedures. 
SA0 plans 
During SAO's 
Responsibility for organizing and supervising the activities of the 
Celescope operations teams r e s t s  with the SA0 Operations Director,  who is 
also the Celescope Experiment Director  f o r  one of the teams. 
Operations Director  a lso supervises the compilation of ETLs  at Cambridge 
with the aid of SAO's computer in  Cambridge, Mass . ,  3 weeks ahead of 
time. 
rejected by the SCPS, the SA0 Operations Director will normally reprocess  
rejected ETLs,  and compile emergency ETLs, through the use  of s impler  
procedures available to him at GSFC. 
The SA0 
Because of the delays involved in  reprocessing in Cambridge, the ETLs  
Although engineering status data will be transmitted,  via teletype, f rom 
the remote stations to  the Operations Center at GSFC immediately a f te r  
every contact, the video data - which contain all the Celescope scientific 
data - must  normally await shipment of magnetic tape from all stations 
except Rosman. 
all Rosman contacts in  order  to provide the Celescope Experiment Director  
with scientific and engineering quick-look printouts within 90  m i n  of the 
start of the contact during which they were received. 
process  all data relevant to the Celescope experiment and provide SA0 with 
NASA will process  the engineering and the video data for  
In addition, NASA will 
magnetic tapes containing these data in  a form acceptable to our computer. 
During Rosman contacts, ground- support equipment provided by SA0 will be 
furnished with properly formatted real-t ime signals f rom the OAO t o  provide 
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our operating personnel with real-t ime displays of equipment status and of 
the television picture. 
Both the quick-look printout, provided by GSFC for  the benefit of operating 
personnel, and the final data reduction, provided by SA0 f o r  the benefit of 
the scientific investigator, present the data as a listing of brightnesses and 
positions for  the stars observed. The principal differences lie in  the accu- 
racy with which these data a r e  presented,. and the suitability of the presenta- 
tion for  displaying massive quantities of data. 
the experiment director with 2 O -square "pictures" of the ultraviolet star field 
observed and with the orientation of the OAO at the t ime the picture was taken. 
The final data reduction at SA0 improves the accuracy to about 0. 1 s te l lar  
mag, determines the position of each star in celestial  coordinates to an  
accuracy of about 1 arcmin,  "identifies" the objects observed under cer ta in  
conditions described more  fully below, and organizes these data in  a variety 
of tabular and graphical outputs appropriate to the astrophysical problems 
under consideration. 
first of which is a catalog listing of the brightnesses and positions of the 
stars observed. 
The quick-look display presents  
This final reduction proceeds in  a number of steps, the 
To serve as an  aid in  identifying the stars we observe and in associating 
their  ultraviolet properties with information previously known f r o m  ground- 
based observations, we have compiled the Cele scope Identification Catalog, 
a listing of about 100, 000 objects theoretically bright enough in  the ul t ra-  
violet to be detected by the Celescope experiment. 
tion, ' I  our data-reduction program requires  that the observed star l ie  within 
specified limits of a predicted star in  both brightness and position. These 
limits, and the rules by which the brightness of a star in  the ultraviolet is 
predicted f rom its spectral  type, magnitude, and color, will be provided as 
input to the identification program on the basis of experience and scientific 
judgment as the analysis proceeds. 
T o  effect a n  "identifica- 
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5. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTATION 
5. 1 Flight Equipment 
The Celescope experiment consists of two major  subassemblies: the 
Optical Package ma jo r  subassembly, a cylinder approximately 40 in. in 
diameter, 57 in. long, and weighing 440 lb ;  and the Bay E-4  Package major  
subassembly, a rectangular solid approximately 9 x 16. 5 x 26 in . ,  and 
weighing 87 lb. 
attaches to  four connectors on the Bay E-4 Package. 
a r e  provided on Bay E-4 f o r  connecting the Celescope experiment to the 
spacecraft  o r  to ground-support equipment. 
ma jo r  Celescope subassemblies. 
A 10-ft cable f rom the Celescope Optical Package (COP) 
Additional connectors 
Figures 20 and 21 show these 
Within the COP a r e  mounted four identical telescopes, each having a n  
The secondary m i r r o r  obscures  the central  6.25 in. aper ture  of 12.5 in. 
of each aperture.  
of the sky onto the ultraviolet-sensitive surface of a special television 
camera  tube called the Uvicon. 
a diameter of 2P8 by the s ize  of the photocathode. 
square a r e a  about 2" on a side by the limited coverage of the scanning raster. 
A separate optical system provides a means of focusing a point image f rom 
a calibration lamp alongside the star images formed by the main  telescope, 
whenever the lamp is turned on. 
between the pr imary and secondary mi r ro r s .  
prevented f rom reaching this surface by extending the telescope tube about 
3 0  in. beyond the secondary mi r ro r .  
these telescopes. 
This optical sys tem focuses a n  image of a small region 
The field of view of the system is limited to 
It is fur ther  limited to a 
The focal surface of each telescope is 
Direct  sky illumination is 
Figure 22  is a photograph of one of 
Figure 23 shows the COP with one telescope installed. 
The COP is designed to be mounted as the aft experiment in an OAO 
spacecraft  of the type open at both ends. 
to be mounted in Bay E-4 of the OAO spacecraft. 
The Bay E-4 Package is designed 
The Celescope experiment 
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Figure 20. Front view of Celescope Optical Package. 
44 
Figure 21. Bay E-4 electronics package. 
45 
Figure 22.  Telescope subassembly. 
46 
Figure 23. Telescope subassembly mounted in  COP before 
installation of baffling and thermal  insulation. 
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can be operated only when it is supplied with signals and output interfaces 
equivalent to those furnished by the OAO spacecraft. 
The television camera  tubes were specially designed for  use in  the 
Celescope experiment and a r e  called Uvicons. 
developed. 
The D-type is sensitive between 1050 and 21 50 A. 
limit further the sensitivity as follows: 
Two types of Uvicon were 
0 
The A-type is sensitive between approximately 1050 and 3200 A. 
Optical f i l t e rs  a r e  used to 
0 
A-type Uvicon with Corning 791 0 filter: 
A-type Uvicon with Suprasi l  quartz filter: 
D-type Uvicon with barium fluoride filter: 
D-type Uvicon with lithium fluoride filter: 
2100 to 3200 A 
1550 to 3200 
1350 to 2150 
1050 to 2150 A . 
The field of view of each Uvicon is split into two a reas ,  having different 
sensitivity characterist ics,  by mounting two different semicircular  optical 
f i l ters  in  front of the photocathode. 
to the direction of the television scanning lines and parallel  to the Z 
axis of the spacecraft. 
The f i l ter  split line is oriented parallel  
control 
C 
The Celescope experiment incorporates 54 command functions for  adjust- 
ing and controlling the electronic operation of the equipment. No command 
functions a r e  provided f o r  mechanical adjustment o r  operation, since the 
design of the equipment ensures  that the telescopes will remain in  satisfac- 
tory focus under all anticipated environmental conditions. 
camera  tube is sensitive to ultraviolet light only when the high voltage is 
applied to the photocathode, so  that no mechanical shutter is provided. 
The television- 
Because considerable electronic complexity is inherent i n  the television 
technique, and because the television tube developed for  the Celescope 
experiment can be destroyed by cer ta in  combinations of light intensity, tube 
condition, and operation technique, it is essential  that a person familiar 
with its operation monitor the video s ignal  whenever a Uvicon is being turned 
on o r  off, o r  whenever tes t  data are being gathered. The Celescope is 
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designed for transmitting pictures one f rame at a time, ra ther  than continually 
as is done in commercial  television. In  order  to  produce one such data f rame,  
1 7  separate commands must  be transmitted to the experiment, with the t ime 
intervals between these commands carefully controlled. 
the first such command, the operator must  verify, either by s ta tus  readout 
o r  by computer simulation, that the equipment is in  a status that will safely 
allow execution of this command and that a l l  adjustments have been optimized. 
The rules  governing allowable status a.nd command sequences a r e  given in 
the Celescope Operations Manual. 
P r i o r  to issuance of 
In the Celescope system, exposure and scanning of the television picture 
a r e  never performed simultaneously. 
voltage on and off commands, separately for  each telescope. 
tivity can be adjusted by varying the exposure t ime - that is, the interval 
between high-voltage on and high-voltage off. 
a n  electronic charge pattern is built up on the Uvicon target, each s t a r  
image being represented by a point whose charge depends upon the product 
of exposure time and s t a r  brightness. 
destructive voltage buildup in the thin Uvicon target, the grid nearest  the 
target (G5) is maintained a t  t9 volts during exposure. Exposure times 
shor te r  than 1 sec  cannot be accurately controlled. 
than 300 sec may damage the equipment. 
Exposure is controlled by the high- 
System sensi-  
A s  a resul t  of this exposure, 
In order  to prevent potentially 
Exposure times longer 
In order  to convert this image into a video signal, the target  must  be 
scanned by a n  electron beam. 
requires  that G5 be a t  a voltage near  t 4 0 0  volts. 
must  therefore be issued t o  change the voltage level of G5 pr ior  to scanning. 
Correct  focusing of this beam on the target 
An experiment command 
A separate  "beam on" command is then sent; the actual execution of "beam 
on" is automatically inhibited, however, until the deflection voltages com- 
plete their  cycle and a r r ive  at the "beginning of frame' '  position. 
interval between issuance and execution of the "beam on" command can be 
as great  as 0.48 sec  in the analog mode of operation, and a s  great  as 
10. 5 sec  in  either of the digital modes of operation, since the sweep genera- 
t o r s  a r e  continually cycling at the ra te  appropriate to the selected sweep 
The 
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mode. After the "expose on'' . . "expose off" sequence has been issued, 
the first "beam on" command causes the next scanning f rame to  be under- 
scanned, covering a square a r e a  corresponding to about 2" X 2" of the sky. 
This first scan discharges the target  to create  the video signal, s o  that 
subsequent scans contain no information concerning the illumination to which 
the Uvicon was exposed. 
video is selected for  the wrong camera,  the beam is automatically turned off 
and the gain of the deflection amplifiers is automatically increased t o  over- 
scan the target. As a safety measure,  the beam i s  commanded off, and the 
target  is connected to  G5 voltage (high-velocity mode) after completion of 
the data frame. 
At the completion of the first frame, o r  in the event 
As implied above, there are two sweep modes f o r  each camera: analog 
sweep and digital sweep. The analog mode incorporates a 300-line r a s t e r  
with 1.6-msec sweep duration and 0. 48-sec total scan time. 
mode is internally more complex, but is equivalent to an element-by-element 
scan of a r a s t e r  containing 256 lines of 256 elements each. 
on each element is 160 psec; the entire sweep las t s  10. 5 sec. 
The digital 
The time spent 
There a r e  three modes of video output, which can be selected by com- 
mand. 
analog sweep mode. 
simply amplified and mixed with the synchronization signals f o r  t ransmis-  
sion. These sync signals a r e  present whenever the system is in the analog 
mode. Both the direct  PGM mode and the digital s tore  mode of operation 
cause readout to be performed in the digital sweep mode. Direct  PCM i s  
our pr imary mode of data acquisition, because i t  has both minimum noise 
and maximum data content. In  this mode, the video signal i s  sampled a t  the 
optimum portion of each 160-psec picture element and encoded to ?-bit accu- 
racy. As soon a s  this system operating mode i s  selected, alternating "1"s 
and l r O l r s  appear at the video output to  provide bit synchronization. 
and picture sync signals appear as soon as the "beam on" is actually 
executed. 
elements of each scanning line, reducing the transmitted r a s t e r  to 256 l ines 
of 251 elements each. 
The analog mode of operation causes readout to be performed in  the 
In this mode, the signal f rom the Uvicon target i s  
Line 
These signals replace the intensity data contained in the first five 
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In s to re  mode operation, 23-bit words are assembled on spacecraft Digital 
Word 1, indicating position of each picture element and amplitude of its sig- 
nal. Whenever the amplitude exceeds the threshold level selected by a p re -  
viously executed command, the experiment generates a "Store Digital Word 1" 
t ransfer  pulse. The thresholding function is inhibited for  the first element 
of each picture, to provide picture sync information. 
Signal character is t ics  for  each mode of operation a r e  more  completely 
defined in  the Celescope Operations Manual. 
Each telescopic television camera  has three numerical  designations that 
can be used to identify it. 
of the hardware used in  fabrication in  the subassembly: F-1, F-2 ,  F-3, 
and F-4  a r e  installed in the flight payload; S-1 and 5-2  are flight spares .  
The second designation re fers  to the position of the telescope in  the experi- 
ment  container. 
the telescopes being designated A-1, A-2, D-1, and D-2, respectively. The 
The first designation re fers  to the ser ia l  numbers 
This assignment is made in accordance with Figure 24, 
third designation r e fe r s  to the manner in  which the television camera  is 
connected to Bay E-4 and the manner in  which command codes a r e  assigned 
to  Bay E-4, the cameras  being designated C-1, C-2, C-3, and C-4, respec- 
tively. 
clature sys tems was well illustrated during repa i rs  made to the Celescope 
prototype experiment in late 1964, when it became necessary to change the 
connection of telescope A-2 f rom C-2 to C-1, and to  change the connection 
of telescope A-1 f rom C-1 to C-2. 
recognized as A-1, A-2, D-1, or D-2 f r o m  determining its geometrical 
position in  the experiment container; it can be recognized as C-1, C-2, C-3, 
o r  C-4 by the command codes required to operate it and by the status data 
furnished by it. 
The importance of making a distinction between these two nomen- 
To summarize: a telescope can be 
The present assignment is as follows: 
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GAEC OPTICAL CUBE 
+ Y C  
Figure 24. Arrangement of telescope subassemblies in 
the Celescope experiment. 
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Telescope 
subas sembly 
serial number 
F-1 
F -2 
F-3  
F -4 
s - 1  
5-2 
Experiment containe r 
position number 
A-1 
D-1 
A-2 
D -2 
Spare 
Spare 
Bay E-4 
camera 
number 
c-1 
c - 2  
c - 3  
c -4 
Celescope utilizes Operation Code Lines (OCL) 13 through 22 f rom the 
OAO spacecraft to control its various command functions. Assignment of 
command functions is specified in the Celescope Operations Manual and in  
EMR Report CER-93. 
Voltages and temperatures  at cr i t ical  locations in  the Celescope experi- 
ment  a r e  monitored by means of analog te lemetry signals provided via the 
spacecraft  as Analog Group 11. Positions of cr i t ical  switching functions a r e  
monitored by means of digital telemetry signals provided via the spacecraft  
as Digital Data Words 2 and 3. 
described in  the Cele scope Operations Manual. 
The coding of these telemetry signals is 
A detailed description of the flight equipment is given in EMR Project  
Celescope Technical Manual EMR-SAO- 1, Smithsonian OAO Experiment. 
5.2 Ground-Support Equipment 
Figure 25 is a block diagram of the Celescope OAO system, illustrating 
the flow of command input and data output. 
are: the Celescope payload; the Wisconsin experimental package; the OAO, 
which contains these and the spacecraft;  a remote station; the Celescope 
display; the Project  Operations Center, i n  which is located the Celescope 
display; the simulator-command generator;  data analysis;  and the SA0  
computer. 
The major  blocks on this diagram 
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a o L I S T  
Figure 25. Celescope OAO block diagram. 
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Figure 25  specifically i l lustrates the system as planned during orbital 
ope rations. 
various testing phases of the program, to replace those portions of the sys- 
tem not involved in  such tests. Substitutions can be made as follows: 
Additional ground-support equipment is required during the 
A. F o r  testing a n  OAO satellite containing the Celescope experiment: 
The remote station and Project  Operations Center of Figure 25 a r e  replaced 
by either the Fixed System Test  Equipment (FSTE) o r  the Mobile System 
Checkout Equipment (MSCE). 
video data is contained in  the Celescope GSE Display, for  which both the 
FSTE and the MSCE provide suitable outputs. 
as "data analysis" is performed by the Celescope data-handling equipment. 
The only provision for  recording Cele scope 
The system function designated 
B. F o r  testing the Celescope experiment when it is not installed in  a n  
The spacecraft  and the command functions of the ground- OAO spacecraft: 
based equipment are replaced either by the EMR spacecraft  simulator o r  by 
the Experiment Test  Checkout Unit (ETCU). 
video signals is achieved by connecting the Celescope GSE display directly 
to the Celescope payload. Recording and processing of status data signals 
a r e  through the ETCU o r  through the EMR status indicator. 
Recording and processing of 
C. F o r  testing the Bay E-4 package major  subassembly by itself: 
Observatory package major  subassembly may be replaced by the EMR 
0 b s e rva t o ry  s imulato r. 
The 
D. F o r  testing the Observatory by itself: An EMR camera chair, o r  
digital tes t  set is required. 
The various units of Celescope ground-support equipment are briefly 
described below. 
ing in  detail the equipment, its operation, and detailed interface require- 
ments. 
Complete equipment manuals exist for  each unit, describ- 
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5.2.  1 Tonotron storage display 
The Tonotron storage display converts any of the three types of Celescope 
video signals - analog, PCM, o r  s tore  - into a visible television-monitor 
picture providing five shades of gray. 
Celescope payload o r  f r o m  any ground station capable of providing the neces- 
s a r y  t ransfer  pulses. 
following receipt of the (manual) enable signal, the desired picture number 
being selectable by manual switch, and continues to display this picture (for 
a maximum of 3 min) until manually erased. 
binary accumulator can be connected. 
It can accept these signals from the 
I t  accepts for  display one of the first four pictures 
It provides outputs to which the 
5. 2.  2 Spacecraft simulator 
The EMR spacecraft  simulator supplies electrical  power, command 
signals, and timing signals to Bay E-4 in order  to operate the Celescope 
experiment when NASA equipment is not available for that purpose. 
manual operation is possible with this equipment; no computer interface is 
provided. 
Only 
5 . 2 .  3 Binary accumulator 
The binary accumulator ana,)rzes the video signal f rom a single point 
image ("star"), to provide a single numerical output f rom which the intensity 
of the s t a r  can be immediately determined by referr ing to a calibration 
chart. 
binary accumulator. However, any picture that can be repeated (either from 
a tape recording o r  by repeating a test procedure) provides information f rom 
which to make this adjustment quickly and easily. 
mus t  obtain its inputs f rom the Tonotron display. 
The position of the star must  be inserted as  a manual input to the 
The binary accumulator 
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5 .2 .4  X-Y oscilloscope 
The X-Y oscilloscope can be adjusted to display continually a monitor 
picture of the video waveform, when connected to the appropriate output f rom 
the Tonotron display. 
can be used to record selected pictures. 
It is equipped with a Polaroid camera  attachment that 
5.2. 5 Status indicator 
The EMR status indicator can be connected directly to Bay E-4  to provide 
instantaneous indication of the status data f rom the Celescope experiment. 
5.2.6 Observatory simulator 
The EMR Observatory simulator provides dummy loads for  the outputs 
f rom the Bay E-4 to the Observatory package, and a simulated video signal 
similar t o  that f rom a star. 
adjusted manually. 
the receipt and execution of Observatory commands f rom Bay E-4. 
The amplitude and position of this signal can be 
In addition, this unit includes display lights to indicate 
5. 2. 7 Camera chain 
The EMR camera chain is not normally used during field activities. It 
provides for  power, control, and handling of video signals directly f rom the 
Observatory package o r  f rom one of its subassemblies. It does not provide 
for  digital operation of the equipment. 
5. 2.  8 Digital test set  
The EMR digital t es t  se t  is not normally used during field activities. It 
provides for  power, control, and handling of video signals directly f rom the 
Observatory package o r  one of its subassemblies. 
with an AS1 computer, it provides the video output in  computer- compatible 
digital format. 
Operated in  conjunction 
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5.2.  9 Data-acquisition equipment 
The data-acquisition equipment includes a n  Ampex Model FR-1800 sys-  
tem and associated control electronics, and is capable of recording the 
Celescope video signal in  any mode of operation, together with a t h e  base, 
on magnetic tape. 
5. 2. 10 Data-handling equipment 
The data-handling equipment includes an Ampex Model FR-1800 system 
for playback of recorded video signals, the logic and formatting networks 
necessary fo r  converting these signals into computer digital format, and a 
digital tape recorder  for  recording these signals in  cor rec t  format  f o r  input 
to the SA0 digital computer. 
5. 3 Reliability of the Flight Equipment 
The Celescope experiment must  survive the severe launch environment 
and operate for  a n  extended period of t ime in  the ha r sh  environment of space 
in  order  to map the whole sky. This implies severe design requirements for 
both types of system reliabilities, i. e . ,  survival during launch and in  space, 
and operational reliability in space. To ensure survival of the experiment 
with high probability, qualification testing has been performed at all levels 
of assembly to ensure a n  adequate safety margin in the design of each type 
of module and subassembly intended for  flight. 
unit of flight hardware had to be tested to prove that the type of functional 
unit will survive a n  environment about 50% m o r e  severe than the worst  case 
of the expected environment. 
vibration, acceleration, vacuum, high temperature,  and low temperature.  
Every type of functional 
These environmental conditions include shock, 
In order  to ensure that flight hardware was as nearly as possible 
identical to the units that had been qualified, frequent and rigid quality- 
control inspection and detailed documentation procedures were established. 
In addition, all flight units were tested in environments similar to those 
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expected during launch and orbital operation, to fur ther  ensure good quality 
of workmans hip. 
High operational reliability of the flight experiment had been achieved by 
All components the usual techniques of component selection and redundancy. 
used in flight and qualification units are high- reliability components for  which 
the failure ra te  is on the order  of 10 
ment includes about 28,000 electronic components, high-reliability components 
a r e  essential. 
components through component-screening tes ts  that consist of lot-acceptance 
tests,  environmental tests, and burn-in tests. All electronic components in  
the experiment package a r e  solid-state except f o r  the Uvicon camera  tubes, 
the calibration lamps, and the power-switching relays. 
-7 failures /hour. Since the Celescope experi- 
To secure high-reliability components, we had to put all 
Even though high-reliability components had been adopted, the severe  
reliability design goal made necessary extensive redundancy of functional 
units. 
were designed to use component redundancy. 
digital circuits is a quad-redundant pulse inverter whose function is similar 
to that of a single transistor.  
inverter is 4. 7 X 10 
units, functional redundancy, ra ther  than component redundancy, was used. 
All low-voltage power supplies are dual-redundant. 
electronics are  quad- redundant, one chain f o r  each camera.  Data-process- 
ing electronics (analog-to-digital converter) and digital- sweep generator 
(digital-to-analog converter)  a r e  dual- redundant. 
functions a r e  dual-redundant configurations that allow up to two camera  
fai lures  without losing any photometric capability. 
In general, all digital o r  logical portions of the experiment package 
The basic building block of 
The failure ra te  of the quad-redundant pulse 
-8  failures/hour.  F o r  major  portions of analog function 
The camera- chain 
All optical (photometric) 
Special considerations were necessary in  the design of the flight experi- 
ment, in  addition to the normal  high-reliability design technique. These 
special considerations, which a r e  general  requirements for all electro- 
optical experiments i n  space, a r e  (1) dust control, (2) material and process  
control, and (3)  high-voltage arcing control. All  flight hardware was exposed 
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only to clean-room environment during assembly, testing, storage, and 
transportation periods. 
particles f rom causing malfunction of the flight experiment. In the high 
vacuum of space, evaporation and outgassing f rom the mater ia l s  used in  
experiment and spacecraft  can lead to  equipment failure in a variety of ways. 
Evaporated o r  outgassed mater ia l  can condense on nearby cold surfaces.  
If the surface is a n  optical one of the flight experiment, the sensitivity could 
be reduced to nearly zero. To avoid this optical contamination problem, all 
mater ia ls  used in the flight experiment were carefully selected. 
and components were processed (for instance, by vacuum bake) to avoid 
any residual outgassing. Also, any contacts between flight hardware and 
This dust control prevents contamination by dust 
And all par t s  
oily surfaces like human skin had been completely prohibited, to prevent 
accumulation of organic mat te r  on the surface. 
(above 200 volts) in vacuum, there is  always a chance to generate arc-over  
or corona. Even in the high vacuum of space, some outgassed vapor would 
be sustained near the surface of exposed high voltage. 
voltage power supplies have to be built as arc-proof design, which means 
that the power supply must  be arc-proof in  any environment, especially a 
low-pressure region (about 1 mm Hg o r  lower). 
supplies in  the Celescope experiment had been designed, built, and tested 
as arc-proof. 
If there a r e  high voltages 
Therefore, a l l  high- 
A l l  high-voltage power 
Based on the various techniques mentioned above, reliability of the 
Celescope experiment is believed to be very close to the expected value based 
on analytical prediction. 
here  is standard technique in which system-failure probability is calculated 
f rom failure probability of various functional blocks in  the system by topo- 
logical combination. 
mined by assuming a n  exponential model of failure probability. 
rate in each block was obtained by adding the failure ra te  of every component 
i n  the functional block. 
Uvicon tubes, do not have sufficient statist ical  data to determine failure rate,  
the calculation excluded Uvicon-tube failure modes. All Uvicon tubes, which 
were thoroughly tested and inspected, would have a better o r  at leas t  an equal 
failure rate of the average image-tube failure rate, 1 0  failures/hour. 
The analytical prediction of system reliability used 
Fai lure  probability of each functional block w s  deter-  
The failure 
Since the cri t ical  elements in the experiment, the 
- 5  
6 0  
Figure 26 denotes, as well as i s  possible in  firm mathematical form, 
our subjective evaluation of the relationship between the value of the experi- 
ment and the fraction of the sky mapped. The fraction of the sky mapped 
before the first telescope module fails is, of course, proportional to the 
length of time before that failure. 
this ra te  until two telescopes of the same type have failed. 
purposes, the experiment is then considered to be terminated. 
After that time the sky is mapped at half 
F o r  mathematical 
The two stages of operation as defined above a r e  characterized by two 
distinct probabilistic survival curves. These two curves a r e  related, and 
together they determine the expected f ina l  value. The basic definition of 
expected value is 
f;;= I V(t) dP( t )  . 
0 
Here, v i s  the expected final value of the experiment, V(t) is the value that 
the program has attained by t ime t, and P(t) is the reliability of the 
equipment. Figure 26 shows V(t) and P( t )  for  both stages of operation. 
As is indicated schematically in Figure 26, the V(t) curve has a shape 
dependent on the time that the f i r s t  telescope module fails;  the dotted line 
indicates the V(t) curve f o r  such f i r s t  failure a t  30 days af ter  launch. 
After extensive manipulation to formulate the exact probabilistic con- 
nection between the two stages in  mathematical t e rms ,  final evaluation of 
the above integral gives 
v =  87% . 
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Figure 26. Cr i te r ia  for  success  of Celescope. 
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6. CALIBRATION AND DATA REDUCTION 
6. 1 Information Processing by the Celescope Equipment 
As was stated in Section 2 .4  of this report, if a television signal is to be 
used for  s te l lar  photometry, it must provide a type of information f rom which 
the following input variables can be derived: A, the effective wavelength; 
I@), the intensity at that wavelength; (a,6), the direction to the s t a r  in right 
ascension and declination. The television signal must a l so  provide the infor- 
mation necessary for  determining that a particular signal a r i s e s  f rom a star 
and not f rom some other type of object. 
As  was a l so  stated in  Section 2. 4 of this report, our television signal 
can be expressed and analyzed mathematically as a matrix A in which the 
coefficient a 
ning line and the Qth television-picture element. 
represents  the signal amplitude f o r  the kth television scan- 
k* Q 
Figure 27 and the Frontispiece show cutaway views of the experimental 
apparatus; photographs of this apparatus appear in Figures  20  through 23.  
Figure 27 shows the construction of a n  individual telescopic television 
camera,  and the Frontispiece shows how four such cameras ,  along with a 
separate central  electronics unit, a r e  mounted into the spacecraft  of the 
OAO. 
equipment and the various steps by which this equipment t ransforms the input 
information into the appropriate output video signal. 
Figure 28 is a block diagram showing the basic design of the Celescope 
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Figure 27.  Telescopic television camera. 
6 4  
I 
c 
A = A o G  
Figure 28. Block diagram and information flow in 
the Celescope system. 
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The f i r s t  transformation, optical focusing, is performed by the optical 
subsystem in the usual fashion. 
intensity I ( A )  as a function of wavelength, is collected and reflected by the 
pr imary  m i r r o r ,  of collecting a rea  a E 
light f rom the pr imary  m i r r o r  is in turn reflected by the secondary m i r r o r  
of reflectivity R2(X), transmitted through the optical f i l t e r  of transmissivity 
T3(X), and imaged at  position (x,y) on the photocathode of the Uvicon. 
optical subsystem is constructed as a rigid unit, so  that this position depends 
only upon the direction (a, 5)  to  the observed object, the fixed geometrical 
design of the optics, and the orientation of the spacecraft. Spacecraft orien- 
tation is subject to independent ground-based control and telemetry verifica- 
tion during the lifetime of the satellite. 
point is directly proportional to the incident intensity, the constant of pro- 
portionality being the optical sensitivity. 
f e r  function of the optical subsystem is a straightforward geometrical 
problem. 
measurement of attenuation as a function of wavelength for  each of the three 
optical components of the system. This calibration includes, for each 
component, a verification that its attenuation is independent of incident 
intensity, angle of incidence, position on the optical surface, and 
temperature. 
Light f rom a s ta r ,  in direction (a,6) and of 
and reflectivity R1 (A). This reflected 
The 
The light intensity received a t  this 
Calibration of the positional t rans-  
Calibration of the intensity t ransfer  function involves simply the 
The second transformation is conversion to photoelectric current  by 
the Uvicon photocathode. This process,  too, is l inear with intensity, the 
constant of proportionality being the quantum efficiency Q(A) .  
(x, y) f rom which the photoelectric current  originates is, of course, the 
same a s  the position at which the optical image was focused. 
the calibration of quantum efficiency is as simple as that of optical sensitivity. 
In practice, owing to residual nonuniformities in the photocathodes at the p r e s -  
ent stage of development of the tube, it is necessary to calibrate Q(A) 
separately f o r  a number of different positions on the photocathode. 
here,  again, it is essential  to prove that quantum efficiency is independent 
of temperature.  
The position 
In principle, 
And 
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Taken together, the above calibrations give the optical-position t ransfer  
function m and the photoelectric conversion efficiency S in  the forms: 
6 ) is the direction toward which the optic axis is 
The photoelectric 
(aoJ 0 In these equations, 
pointed and p is the roll  orientation of the spacecraft. 
current  is then given simply by the expression 
00 
i(x, y) =I I ( X )  S(X;xJ y) dX . 
0 
If S(X) is ze ro  outside the interval a 5 A 5 b, and if  we assume that I ( X )  is a 
continuous function, this equation reduces simply to 
where the sensitivity, 
is determined by means of the calibration described above, and where A is 
some wavelength in  the interval a 5 A 5 b. 
some degree of control in  the choice of effective wavelength by appropriate 
selection of mater ia l s  to be used in  the optical filter and in the photocathode. 
This  controls the short-wavelength cutoff a and the long-wavelength cutoff 
b. 
to achieve fo r  the Celescope system. 
It is thus possible to exercise  
Figure 13  shows the sensitivity character is t ics  that it has  been possible 
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The third transformation is conversion of the photoelectric current  into 
The manner in  which the Uvicon performs this transforma- a video signal. 
tion is described in  detail by Goetze (1966); Boerio, Beyer, and Goetze 
(1966); Beyer and Goetze (1966); Beyer, Green, and Goetze (1966); Doughty 
(1 966); and Marshall  and Roane (1 966). 
input signal increases  in strength, the output signal increases  in  both width 
and amplitude, in such a manner that 
Their studies have shown that as the 
i t  = fp(Vz) , ex 
where Vz i s  the summation of the coefficients of the output matrix. 
stated in Section 2.4,  the form of the t ransfer  function f 
on the manner in  which the Uvicon is operated and on the circuit parameters  
of the system in which it i s  installed. 
As was 
depends strongly 
P 
There is also an  easily determined correlation between the position of 
the image on the photocathode (x, y) and the coordinates of the maximum 
coefficient in the output mat r ix  (ko, lo ) ,  and a correlation between the size 
of the input image w and the width of the output signal. 
Celescope experiment we a r e  interested almost exclusively in point images 
(s tars] ,  for which w =  0. 
In the case of the 
The fourth transformation is amplification of the video signal and con- 
version to  digital fo rm by the electronic subsystem (described in more  detail 
by Nozawa, 1966). 
the mat r ix  coefficient a 
three system operating modes: analog, digital- PCM, and digital- store. 
The calibration of the Celescope electronic subsystem is, therefore, a 
The video gain G is a function only of the amplitude of 
There a r e  and of the system operating mode. 
k, 1 
relatively straightforward mat te r  of determining G ( y  
operating modes. 
) in each of the three 
,l 
With the positional t ransfer  function and the intensity t ransfer  function 
determined by means of the calibration procedures outlined above and 
described more  fully below, data f rom the Celescope can be analyzed directly 
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by a digital computer without any intervening manual operations. 
automatic processing concept is one of the most  important advantages inher- 
ent in the television technique and more  than offsets the disadvantages of 
electronic complexity in the system and in the camera tube. 
appropriate for this transformation a r e  shown in the lower portion of F igure  
28. In actual practice, several  additional c ross  correlations a r e  obtained to 
verify the calibration during the operating lifetime by use of onboard C a l i -  
brator  lamps and by frequent remeasurement of cer ta in  s t a r  fields selected 
fo r  that purpose. 
This 
The equations 
6 . 2  Calibration Techniques 
Our calibration of the Celescope experiment is based on a mathematical 
model of the manner in which the instrumentation converts starlight into 
video signals. 
and consistent. 
calibration tes t  plan describing in detail  the operation required fo r  measur -  
ing the quantities involved in  performing that mathematical step. 
model is completely described in Celescope Technical Bulletin CTB-15, 
which also designates the tes t  plan supporting each mathematical step. 
F r o m  the mathematical point of view, this model is complete 
Every step in  this mathematical model is supported by a 
This 
The accuracy of the model has  been estimated by the accuracy with 
which it has been able to predict the performance of the experiment during 
system calibration in the Vacuum Optical Bench a t  GSFC. 
the conditions under which the instrument will operate in space a r e  con- 
siderably different f rom those under which i t  was calibrated, we have estab- 
lished procedures for  recalibrating the Celescope experiment in  orbit. 
These procedures involve the frequent use of our onboard calibrator lamps 
during both prelaunch and postlaunch phases of the operation; observations 
of s t a r s  specially measured fo r  that purpose by NASA's rocketborne ul t ra-  
violet spectrophotometer (Stecher, 1967); and frequent reobservations of 
our standard calibration fields. 
However, because 
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6. 2.  1 Optical components 
Figure 29  shows the calibration facility we have used f o r  measuring the 
optical attenuation coefficients f o r  all Celescope optical components. 
light source normally used is a windowless hydrogen a r c  operated at a pres-  
su re  of 0. 7 t o r r  with one stage of differential pumping between the source 
and the entrance slit to the monochromator. 
current-  stabilized high-voltage power supply to provide output stability of 
approximately &2% during a day 's  operation. 
McPherson 1 -m vacuum monochromator, Model 230 S. 
with both entrance and exit slits 1 mm wide, corresponding to  a resolution 
of about 16 A. 
monochromator three t imes  through the relevant spectral  range: 
providing a reference signal, once for  providing a signal to the device under 
calibration, and a third t ime for checking the stability of the reference signal. 
The 
The source is powered by a 
The monochromator is a 
We normally operate 
0 
Most of our calibrations are  performed by scanning the 
once for  
When the device under calibration is a m i r r o r  surface o r  a n  optical f i l ter ,  
the same detector is used for generating both the reference and the calibra- 
tion signal, the fo rmer  being generated when the output f rom the monochrom- 
a to r  is caused to fall directly on the detector, and the calibration signal 
ar is ing when the monochromator output is  caused to be reflected by the 
m i r r o r  o r  transmitted by the fi l ter  on its way to that detector. 
adequate sensitivity throughout the range of interest  (900  to 4000 A), we use  
as a detector a n  RCA Type 6199 photomultiplier in combination with a 
sodium salicylate fluorescent coating as  shown in  Figure 30. 
second-order effects, we inser t  a quartz window at the exit slit of the mono- 
chromator fo r  wavelengths above 1600 A, and a plastic window for wavelengths 
above 3200 A. 
To provide 
0 
To eliminate 
0 
Normally, the i tem under test is  mounted, together with the reference 
device, in a small vacuum chamber behind the exit slit of the monochromator, 
as indicated in Figure 29. 
that are  too large for  this chamber, we mount the la rge  reflectometer 
chamber as shown in Figure 31 and introduce our input beam by means of a 
diagonal m i r r o r .  
F o r  testing devices, such as a pr imary  m i r r o r ,  
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Figure 30. SA0 laboratory standard detector no. SSR-1. 
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Figure 31. Reflectometer chamber f o r  calibrating Celescope 
pr imary  optics. 
The equation for  optical sensitivity given in Section 6. 1 above implies 
that m i r r o r  reflectance is a function of wavelength only, and not a function 
of position on the m i r r o r ,  time, intensity, temperature,  or any other param- 
eters .  
position and time, finding (as implied) no measurable variations for the type 
of m i r r o r  coatings actually used in the flight experiment. 
reflectance on position, time, intensity, and temperature is a l so  implicitly 
denied by results of subassembly and system tests. 
W e  have explicitly studied the dependence of m i r r o r  reflectance on 
Dependence of 
Figure 32 is a schematic view of the reflectometer, showing a pr imary  
m i r r o r  mounted in  normal testing position. 
primary, secondary, and sample m i r r o r s  can be suspended upside down in  
a horizontal plane. P r i m a r y  and secondary m i r r o r s  are mounted with their  
titanium mounting cells attached; the pr imary  m i r r o r  is bolted to a girder  
ring as well. 
By means of a movable carriage,  
Utilizing a worm- and pinion-gear drive, with controls external 
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Figure 32. Prirnary and secondary m i r r o r  calibration facility. 
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to the reflectometer, the mounted flight m i r r o r s  can be rotated about their  
optic axes and translated into a horizontal plane. 
of the other. 
plate that replaces the pr imary  o r  secondary mounting attachments. 
time a flight m i r r o r  is coated, samples a r e  generated on five o r  more  3/4- 
inch-square plane mirrors installed, together with the flight m i r r o r ,  in the 
aluminizing chamber. 
Each motion is independent 
Sample m i r r o r s  a r e  mounted, as many a s  10 a t  a time, on a 
Each 
Referring to  Figure 32, we can see the optical arrangements during 
calibration. 
tometer by means of a diagonal m i r r o r  mounted in the tes t  chamber below. 
The beam is limited to a n  appropriate size by placing an aperture  stop adja- 
ent to the diagonal mi r ro r .  
Radiation f rom the exit slit is diverted upward into the reflec- 
A sodium salicylate detector is mounted on a 
front flange plate of the reflectometer with a shaft control that can be rotated 
o r  translated. 
arrangement so that rotation of the shaft causes the detector to revolve in a 
circle  of approximately 5-inch diameter.  
positioned in either the incident o r  the reflected beam a s  indicated in 
Figure 32. 
moved to determine the position of incidence. 
pr imary and secondary m i r r o r s ,  the reflected beam path var ies  slightly as 
the position of incidence is varied; the detector can be adjusted to compensate 
for  this effect. 
The detector is attached to  the shaft with an  eccentric arm 
In this way, the detector can be 
The incident beam path is fixed, and the m i r r o r  under tes t  i s  
Owing to the curvature of 
Reflectance data a r e  obtained by f i r s t  measuring the response i (A)  of the 0 
detector to the direct  (unreflected) beam a s  the hydrogen spectrum is scanned. 
The mirror under tes t  is then positioned to bring the beam to the desired 
point of incidence, the detector i s  rotated to intercept the reflected beam, 
and the response iR(h) is scanned. 
scan is repeated. 
calibration included calibration a t  nine positions, three points on each of 
three radii. In addition to full wavelength scans, a limited amount of data 
was recorded to  determine quickly the uniformity of reflectance as a function 
of position. These measurements  were made a t  one wavelength only, 1216 A, 
After the m i r r o r  is repositioned, the 
Typical procedure f o r  pr imary o r  secondary m i r r o r  
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and consisted of measuring the reflected beam a t  30" increments of polar 
angle f o r  a fixed radius. 
tance versus  position on the mi r ro r .  
for  reflectance measurements;  this plan is designated a s  S A 0  Calibration 
Tes t  Instruction CTI-9. The accuracy with which the beam can be positioned 
on the m i r r o r  surface i s  probably not better than f l / 8  inch in  radius and f2" 
in angle. 
this uncertainty in  position is not considere'd to be important. 
Typical data a r e  presented in  Figure 33 as reflec- 
A detailed tes t  plan was always used 
Since the dimensions of the incident beam a r e  about 1/4 X 1/4  inch, 
0.72 
0.71 
R 
0.70 
0.69 
0.68 
- r = 4.375 inches 
I I I I I 
O0 60 I 2 0  I80 24 0 300 O0 
Y 
Figure 33.  Positional variations of reflectance of m i r r o r  7FP 
with coating deposited by OCLI in October 1964, 
measured a t  1216 A, November 11, 1964. 
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Although sample m i r r o r s  could be calibrated in  the large reflectometer, 
i t  was a somewhat cumbersome procedure; fo r  this reason a smal le r  reflec- 
tometer was constructed specifically f o r  measuring the reflectance of sam- 
ples. This reflectometer could be mounted on any of the calibration cham- 
ber  ports. 
device. M i r r o r s  a r e  mounted on one end of a shaft that can be rotated and 
translated along a vertical  center line; the center  line l ies  in the plane of 
the m i r r o r  surface. A sodium salicylate detector, mounted adjacent to the 
m i r r o r s  under test ,  can be independently rotated about the ver t ical  center 
line to intercept e i ther  the reflected or  the d i rec t  beam. 
shaft is retracted vertically out of the beam path fo r  direct  beam measure-  
ments. 
Figure 34 is a schematic view of the essent ia l  features  of this 
> 
The sample m i r r o r  
Reflectance measurements  can be made at angles of incidence varying 
f rom 15" to about 75" ; generally, data were obtained at the minimum angle 
to  correspond as closely as possible to data taken in  the large reflectometer. 
The position of m i r r o r  and detector relative to the incident beam is adjusted 
with external control knobs and is indicated by reference scales  on these 
knobs. 
behind a g lass  sc reen  coated with sodium salicylate. 
The detector consists of an  RCA 1P28 photomultiplier tube mounted 
During the course of this program, we found that fo r  a given sample 
m i r r o r ,  measurements  made in  the sample reflectometer gave reflectances 
consistently higher than those obtained in the large reflectometer, by a factor 
independent of wavelength but differing f o r  different runs. 
i n  concept, reflectance measurements  on flight m i r r o r s  have proved to be 
ra ther  troublesome in practice. 
is the very long beam path necessitated by the la rge  dimensions of the m i r r o r s  
and the reflectometer design. In addition to creating problems in  the optical 
alignment of the diagonal m i r r o r  and detector, the long path plus the natural 
divergence of the beam result in undesirable beam spread. In practice, if a 
beam stop of aper ture  0. 054 in. is placed at the diagonal m i r r o r ,  the beam 
incident upon the flight m i r r o r  has spread to slightly over 1 /4  in. and the 
reflected beam is about l/Z-in. wide at the detector. Positioning a beam 
Although simple 
A major  cause of the difficulties encountered 
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Figure 34. Sample mirror reflectometer. 
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this large on the salicylate detector was rather  critical. 
problem is that i f  the detector sensitivity’is not uniform over all par t s  of the 
detector surface, the difference in reflected and incident beam sizes  will 
yield spurious results. 
An additional 
The sample reflectometer, on the other hand, is small and relatively 
easy to align. More important, however, is the fact  that the beam path to 
the detector is short and is identical f0.r both incident and reflected paths. 
One advantage of the short  beam path is that the beam diameter can be kept 
small and its position on the detector surface carefully controlled. 
reasons, the data obtained with the sample reflectometer a r e  considered 
reliable; this conclusion casts some doubts on the validity of reflectance data 
obtained in the large reflectometer. 
F o r  these 
All flight m i r r o r s  have been recoated since the last calibration in  the 
On the basis of those ear l ie r  tests,  on the large reflectometer chamber. 
basis of the uniformity of measured reflectance for  all samples received 
f rom OCLI, and a poster ior i  on the basis of satisfactory agreement between 
component calibration and subassembly calibration, we have calibrated the 
reflectances of all flight m i r r o r s  on the assumption that the reflecta,nce of a 
sample m i r r o r  is representative of the reflectance of the flight m i r r o r  
itself. Of the five samples coated in each evaporation, four a r e  retained at 
S A 0  under dry-nitrogen storage and one t ravels  with the m i r r o r  to  which it 
refers ,  as a contamination- control sample. Reflectances f o r  the flight- 
control samples have been remeasured after each vacuum-test exposure to 
which the payload has been subjected, without any evidence of measurable 
change in  reflectance of any sample. 
of aluminum overcoated with magnesium fluoride of thickness appropriate 
fo r  maximizing the reflectance at 1216 A ; they were  deposited by Optical 
Coating Labs, Inc., between January and May 1966. 
samples were remeasured was July 1968. 
Coatings for  all flight m i r r o r s  consist 
0 
The last t ime control 
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In order  to  speed up reflectance calibration of sample m i r r o r s ,  remeas-  
urement of contamination-monitor m i r r o r s  has been performed by a third 
technique in which eight samples, including two samples of known reflectance, 
a r e  intercompared. 
eter.  
measuring reflectometer of Figure 33. 
Figure 35 is a diagram of this comparison reflectom- 
It gives resul ts  in excellent agreement with those obtained in  the direct-  
F o r  a l l  points of the field of view within 1P23 of the optic axis, the 
entrance aperture  is a t  the pr imary mi r ro r .  
m i r r o r  and i t s  supports is uniform throughout the field of view. 
tive optical collecting a rea  of the system a 
computation f rom the assembly drawings and optically by use  of the F-4 
telescope a s  a collimator to illuminate a diffusing screen; i t s  value is 
543. 5 cm , Beyond a field angle of l"3, vignetting occurs f rom obscura- 
tion by the upper end of the outer ion trap,  amounting to a maximum of 2'7'0 
f o r  a field angle of 1P4 corresponding to the corners  of the field of view. 
Blocking by the secondary 
The effec- 
has been determined both by E 
2 
Figure 36 is a schematic diagram of the equipment used for  measuring 
the spectral  transmittance of flight f i l ters.  
V-shaped cradle made of nylon, which is attached directly to a translation 
table. 
vertical  axis lying in the plane of the f i l ter ;  this allows the angle of incidence 
of the ultraviolet beam to be varied between approximately 0" and 15". By 
means of the elevation and translation controls, the f i l ter  can be positioned 
The f i l t e rs  a r e  mounted in a 
The cradle is so designed that it can be manually pivoted about a 
so that the beam is incident upon any desired portion of the fi l ter  surface. 
A detector is mounted in the beam path behind the fi l ter .  With the fi l ter  in  
the position shown in Figure 36, the detector output signal i (1) is due to 
the transmitted beam; to  measure  the direct  beam signal i ( A ) ,  the f i l ter  i s  0 
lowered out of the beam path. 
previously was used a s  a detector. 
the equation 
T 
The sodium salicylate detector described 
F i l t e r  transmittance is given directly by 
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Figure 35. Reflectance comparator. 
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TRANSLATION CONTROL 
SHROUD 
Figure 36. F i l te r  calibration facility. 
Also shown in Figure 36 is the cryogenic shroud, which allows the 
calibration of f i l t e rs  at temperatures  as  low as -90°C. 
of a copper cylinder fitted inside the calibration chamber and suspended f rom 
the large flange plate a t  the back end of the tank. 
walls match the positions of ports  on the calibration chamber to allow access  
to cornponents inside. 
the same composition and finish as the shroud. 
pumping liquid nitrogen (supplied f rom self-pressurized dewars) at 1 0  to 20  
psi  through coils soldered to the shroud body. 
achieved by opening o r  closing a solenoid valve in  the discharge end of the 
cooling coils; the valve is opened and nitrogen flow maintained until a prese t  
temperature is reached, whereupon the valve closes, stopping flow. When 
the temperature r i s e s  slightly, the valve reopens and nitrogen flow resurnes. 
Shroud temperatures  are monitored with five thermocouples attached at 
various points; one of these se rves  as the sensing element for a regulating 
device that automatically maintains the temperature constant by controlling 
The shroud consists 
Holes cut in the shroud 
Unused access  holes a r e  blocked by cover plates of 
The shroud is cooled by 
Temperature control is 
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the operation of the solenoid valve. 
a f i l ter  to reach equilibrium at -90" C. 
peratures  remain constanf to  within less than 5" C. 
Approximately 5 hours a r e  required for  
Once equilibrium is reached, tem- 
The inside surface of the shroud body is painted flat black to reduce 
scattered light and increase thermal emittance. 
gold plated to minimize radiant heat input f rom the tank walls. In addition, 
the translation table is designed to minimize conduction losses  through the 
body of this device. 
The outside surface is 
F i l t e r  temperatures  a r e  determined by positioning a thermocouple 
immediately adjacent to  the fi l ter  under test. 
not perfectly isothermal, true f i l t e r  temperatures  may differ a few degrees 
f rom the measured values. In view of the observed insensitivity of t rans-  
mittance to temperature, however, this e r r o r  is considered negligible. 
Since the shroud inter ior  is 
It is necessary to orient each fi l ter  with respect to reference scales  on 
the translation table controls. 
center line, a dummy fil ter,  of the same shape and size of a flight f i l ter  and 
with a vertical  center line scribed on i ts  surface, is mounted in the cradle 
with i ts  flat edge upright. With the aid of a protractor,  the dummy is 
oriented so  that the top edge is horizontal and hence the center line is verti-  
cal. 
is incident on the scribed line. 
translation control corresponds to  the location of the center line. 
a horizontal reference line, the dummy is replaced with a flight f i l ter  to be 
tested, which is then lowered out of the beam path. The monochromator is  
adjusted to  a wavelength below the short-wave cutoff of the fi l ter  and the 
detector output current  io is measured. 
upper edge begins to enter  the beam path and the detector signal begins to  
decrease.  
tion control corresponds to the location of the top edge of the filter. 
final step in orientation is to rotate the f i l ter  cradle until the desired angle 
of beam incidence is obtained. 
For the purpose of locating the vertical  
The durnmy fil ter  i s  then translated until the visible zero-order  beam 
In this position, the scale reading on the 
To locate 
Next, the f i l ter  is elevated until i t s  
When the signal drops to 1 / Z  i the scale reading on the eleva- 0' 
The 
8 3  
After angle of incidence and filter temperature  are adjusted to their  
desired values and the fi l ter  is positioned s o  that the beam is incident on one 
of the predetermined areas, the detector current  i ( X )  is recorded while the 
monochromator scans the spectral  region of interest .  This procedure is 
repeated fo r  each of the filter positions to be calibrated, and the direct  beam 
current  i ( A )  is periodically recorded. 
f o r  a particular choice of temperature and angle of incidence, one o r  both of 
these parameters  a r e  varied and the transmittance is measured again at as 
many f i l t e r  positions as necessary.  
T 
After all necessary  data are recorded 0 
The filters selected fo r  installation in  the flight payload were found to 
have variations of transmittance with temperature and position considerably 
smaller than *5% total variation at  any wavelength within the band of appre- 
ciable filter transmittance; these variations need not be taken into account i n  
data reduction. 
cutoff wavelength when the temperature  was de creased, amounting to  about 
0. 26 A per  degree Centigrade f o r  lithium fluoride, 0.42 A p e r  degree fo r  
barium fluoride, 0. 17 A per  degree for  suprasil  quartz, and negligible fo r  
Corning 791 0 glass. 
in Celescope Calibration Report CCR-137 and by Davis (l966b). 
The most  significant effects noted were  the decrease in  
0 0 
0 
These temperature effects are discussed in  m o r e  detail  
Experience gained during our f i l ter  calibrations in  1964 indicated that 
contamination-control samples were necessary f o r  lithium fluoride fi l ters,  
We found that, below 1600 A, the transmittance of mos t  samples of lithium 
fluoride decreased as a function of time, most  probably as a n  effect of 
exposure to atmospheric humidity. The optical polishing required for 
fabricating a f i l t e r  f rom a cleaved lithium fluoride blank was also found to  
introduce deterioration similar in magnitude to that encountered af ter  
6-month storage of a cleaved sample at 75% relative humidity o r  18-month 
storage in  a plastic box purged with d r y  nitrogen and sealed. 
do not deter iorate  s o  rapidly in the presence of atmospheric humidity as do 
cleaved sample s. 
0 
Polished filters 
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A typical example of lithium fluoride f i l ter  deterioration is shown in 
Figure 37, where the resul ts  of calibration of f i l ter  L-6 and its sample (1L1) 
a r e  compared f rom 1965 through 1966. 
bration of sample 1L5, which was stored with 1L1 until November 1966, and 
was assigned as contamination monitor to f i l ter  L1 and the F -4  telescope 
f rom November 1966 until May 1967. In Figure 37, solid curves re fer  to 
filter L-6, dashed curves to sample 1L1, and dotted curves to  sample 1L5. 
The numbers refer  to the time at which the measurement  was taken: 1 r e fe r s  
to measurements  made on 1L1 i n  July'l963, at the t ime 1L1 and 1L5 were 
received f rom the supplier; 2 to measurements  made on L-6 in  January 1964, 
completion of the first attempt at optical figuring; 3 to measurements  made 
on L-6 and 1L1 in March 1965, L-6 having been refigured and 1L1 having 
been stored in  a chemical desiccator;  4 to measurements  made on L-6, 1L1, 
and 1L5 in Apri l  and May 1965, af ter  ultrasonic cleaning in absolute ethyl 
alcohol; 5 to measurements  made on 1L5 and L-6 between March and May 
1966, af ter  storage of 1L5 in a chemical desiccator and af ter  recleaning of 
L-6; 6 to  measurements  made on 1L1, 1L5, and L-6 in November 1966, 
Also shown are the results of C a l i -  
a f ter  storage of 1L1 and L-6 in EMR's clean room and storage of 1L5 at 
S A 0  in a dry-nitrogen purge box; 7 to measurements  made on 1L5 inMay  
1967, af ter  installation of the F -4  telescope holding 1L5 into the flight pay- 
load in EMR's  clean room, shipment and storage of the flight payload under 
dry-nitrogen purge, and thermal-vacuum tes t  of the flight payload in  GSFC's 
12- x 15-foot chamber. 
A number of circumstances, all of them connected with the many prop- 
e r t ies  of lithium fluoride that make it undesirable as a n  optical material ,  
have combined to  interfere with our c lear  understanding of exactly what the 
relationships a r e  among processing techniques, storage environments, and 
transmittance for  our  lithium fluoride optical components. 
the data f rom our planned recalibration of contamination-control samples and 
flight spares ,  we expect t o  be able to establish the extent of deterioration fo r  
the Uvicons and lithium fluoride filters installed in  the flight payload to 
within about 2 0%. 
By combining 
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We have a l so  assigned contamination tes t  samples to each barium 
fluoride fi l ter  and recalibrated these samples on the same basis as for 
lithium fluoride. The only change encountered during the three years  since 
fabrication of the oldest barium fluoride flight f i l ter  has  been a deepening of 
the 1450 
1966 and 2770 in 1967. 
indicates that this change is a body one, rather than a surface one; that it is 
i r revers ible;  and that i ts  rate depends pr imari ly  upon the storage tempera- 
ture.  
t o  determine the deterioration of the barium fluoride flight filters to  a n  
accuracy of 570. 
absorption feature, f r o m  35% transmittance in 1964 t o  31 70 in 
Our experience with barium fluoride (Davis, 1966b) 
We believe that our remeasurement of the tes t  samples will enable us 
We have also studied the effects of the space radiation environment on 
our f i l ter  transmittances ( see Cele scope Technical Bulletin CTB - 14). The 
degradation in f i l ter  transmittance depends only upon the total dose (meas-  
ured in megarads o r  equivalent units), and not upon the type of radiation 
imposed. Our conclusions regarding dose ra tes  for  the Celescope experi- 
ment, as  given in  CTB-14, a r e  listed below. These dose rates were com- 
puted for  a n  October 1967 launch date; since the la rges t  single contributor 
to this dose rate  (electron irradiation f rom the Starfish experiment) is 
decreasing with time, and since all of these values a r e  computed on the 
basis of pessimistic assumptions concerning the radiation field and the 
mechanisms for  a r r iva l  of the radiation at the optical f i l ters,  our conclu- 
sions regarding total damage to the Celescope experiment represent  pessi-  
mist ic  limits. 
1. Natural electrons 
a. Penetrating component: None 
b. Scattered component 
-1 Average flux: 
Peak flux: 2 . 2  X 1 0  MeV cm-2 s e c  
Flux behind optical filters: None 
2.4 X 1 O l 1  MeV cm-' y e a r  
= 0. 02 megarad year  
6 -1 
- 1  
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2. Starfish electrons 
a. Penetrating component 
-1 
Average flux: 1 .8  X 1 0 l 2  MeV cm-2 year  
= 0. 15 megarad year  
7 -1 Peak flux: 1 .6  X 10 MeV cm-2 sec  
Flux behing BaF2 filter: 2.2 X lo1' MeV cm-2 year  
Flux behind other fi l ters:  5. 8 X- 10l1 MeV c m  
-1 
-1 
-1 = 0. 018 megarad year  
= 0. 03 megarad year-'  
-2 -1 year  
b. Scattered component 
-1 
Average flux: 9 .6  X l o1  MeV cme2 year  
6 -2 -1 
-1 = 0.07 megarad year 
Peak flux: 8 .6  X 10 MeV cm sec  
-1 Flux behind BaF filter: 1 .2  X l o1 '  MeV cm'2 yea r  
Flux behind other f i l ters :  3. 1 X 10l1 MeV cm-2 year  
-1 2 = 0. 01 megarad year  
= 0. 024 megarad year- '  
-1 
3. Protons 
a. Penetrating component 
-1 
Average flux: 1 X 10l2 MeV cme2 yea r  
-1 = 0. 08 megarad year  
7 -1 Peak flux: 1 X 10 MeV cmm2 s e c  
Flux behind BaF -1 fi l ter:  5 X l o l o  MeV cm-2 yea r  
Flux behind other filters:4 X 10l1 MeV cm-2 year  
-1 2 = 0.004 megarad year  
-1 
-1 
= 0. 03 megarad year  
b. Scattered component 
-1 Average f lux:  8 X 10l1 MeV cm-2 year  
= 0. 06 megarad year- '  
Peak flux: 8 X  10 MeV c m  s e c  
Flux behind optical f i l ters:  None 
6 -2  - 1  
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4. Gamma rays 
- 1  Average flux: 9.6 X 10' MeV cmm2 yea r  
megarad year--'. 5 = 5 X 10- 
Figure 38, based upon the data presented in  CTB-14, compares the 
transmittances of new lithium fluoride f i l t e rs  and Uvicon faceplates with 
the transmittances to be expected after one yea r ' s  irradiation at the above 
levels. 
that our calibrations of transmittances of our  other  f i l ters ,  and of m i r r o r  
reflectances, are not affected by i r radiat ion at these levels. Our in-orbit 
calibration plans include routine remeasurement of calibration s t a r  fields 
that will enable u s  to establish the changes in  lithium fluoride transmittance 
induced by radiation damage. 
On the basis  of the findings of Heath and Sacher (1966), we conclude 
F igures  39, 40, and 41 show typical transmittance curves as measured 
fo r  barium fluoride, quartz, and Corning 791 0 f i l ters ,  respectively. 
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Figure  38. Effects of irradiation on lithium fluoride optical components 
i n  the Celescope experiment. 
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Figure 39. Typical transmittance of barium fluoride flight filter 
for  Celescope. 
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Figure 40. Typical transmittance of quartz filter fo r  Celescope. 
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Figure 41. Typical transmittance of Corning 791 0 f i l ter  
f o r  Celescope. 
6. 2. 2 Uvicons 
The equation f o r  optical sensitivity given in  Section 6. 1 includes a term,  
Q(k;x, y), f o r  the quantum efficiency of the Uvicon as a function of wavelength 
and position on the photocathode. As fo r  reflectance and transmittance cali- 
brations, the reference device is the sodium salicylate fluorescent detector 
shown in  Figure 30; the Uvicon and reference detector a r e  mounted in the 
chamber behind the exit slit of the monochromator, as indicated in Figure 
29. 
the absolute calibration of the reference device, 
The pr imary  difference is that now the calibration equation involves 
where the subscript  U re fers  to the Uvicon and the subscript  S re fers  to the 
reference device. The calibration of the reference device is discussed in  
Section 6. 2. 7. 
The experimental procedures involved in  measuring Q (A)  can best be U 
discussed by referring to Figure 42 which is a schematic diagram of the 
calibration chamber and associated components. 
shown the exit slits of the monochromator and the flange connecting the tank 
to the monochromator exit arm. 
by the exit slits and a diaphragm that can be adjusted in both position and 
aperture,  is incident normally on the Uvicon faceplate. 
ment of the diaphragm, the beam direction is made coincident with the longi- 
tudinal axis of the tank. 
mounted on a translation table that permits it to be positioned in  two dimen- 
sions perpendicular to its optic axis. The beam is approximately 1 /10 inch 
in  diameter at the faceplate; its location can be adjusted to any desired 
position by translating or  elevating the Uvicon tube with the external controls 
shown. 
ref e rence s cale. 
On the extreme left are 
A beam of monochromatic radiation, defined 
By suitable adjust- 
The tube is shown in normal testing position, 
Each control is independent of the other and is equipped with a 
In Figure 42 the calibrated sodium salicylate detector is shown mounted 
on a top flange of the calibration chamber. 
through an  O-ring v a c u m  seal,  the detector can be lowered into the ul t ra-  
violet beam o r  raised to allow the beam to s t r ike the Uvicon. The detector 
consists of a n  RCA 6199 end-window photomultiplier mounted inside and at 
one end of a blackened b ras s  tube. The opposite end of the tube is capped, 
and a window approximately 1-in. square is cut in  the wall of the tube a t  that 
end. 
mounted at a 45" angle to the axis of the multiplier. 
salicylate s c reen  by ultraviolet light causes it to fluoresce strongly in  a band 
By means  of a shaft passing 
Directly inside the window a screen  coated with sodium salicylate is 
Irradiation of the 
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0 
centered around 4200 A near  the peak sensitivity of the photomultiplier tube, 
which is not in itself sensitive to  the ultraviolet radiation. 
detector just  described was used to  calibrate all Uvicons with the exception 
of tube R19A. The detector used in that case was modified by placing a 
salicylate- coated cylindrical glass sc reen  over the window in the b ra s s  
mounting tube and replacing the diagonal sc reen  with a diffusing plate coated 
with magnesium oxide. This design was abandoned because of nonuniforrnity 
of response over various portions of the salicylate screen. 
The salicylate 
D I  
CRYOGENIC SHROUD 
APHRAGM 
PHOTODIODE 
OR EM1 
PHOTOMULTI PLlER VACUUM 
-ELEVATION CONTROL 
TRANSLATION CONTROL 
Figure 42. Uvicon calibration facility. 
In addition to  the salicylate detector, a calibrated photodiode detector 
was present in  the calibration chamber during every Uvicon calibration. 
Like the salicylate detector, this device could be moved in o r  out of the 
9 3  
beam by means of a vacuum-seal push rod. 
photodiode consisted of a polished tungsten plate having a response below 
1300 A. 
l e s s  stable than the salicylate detector and replaced it with an  EM1 photo- 
multiplier sensitive at wavelengths above 1600 
few spare  flight Uvicons. 
F o r  the flight Uvicons, this 
In December 1966, we determined that this tungsten photodiode was 
fo r  calibration of the last 
In  order  for  the parametr ic  dependence of QU(A) on position to be 
measured, it is necessary to  se t  up a two-dimensional coordinate system on 
the circular  Uvicon faceplate. 
ing the concave central  portion. 
normal to the optic axis of the Uvicon; we have used this as our  coordinate 
plane. Conceptually, the faceplate is bisected by two mutually perpendicular 
diameters,  and the intersection of these diameters  defines the origin of coor- 
dinates. 
diameters  on the rim of each Uvicon faceplate before beginning calibration: 
the reference radius was oriented in the direction of vertical  r a s t e r  advance. 
The reference radius is marked by the addition of a small  circle on the radius 
mark  corresponding to the side of the r a s t e r  f rom which scanning proceeds. 
This mark  serves  as azimuthal reference f o r  all subsequent calibrations: i t  
is aligned during payload assembly s o  as to  coincide with the tY 
reference direction for  telescopes A-1 and D-2, and the -Y 
telescopes A-2 and D-1. 
rotated 15"  relative to the r a s t e r  orientation, a fact  explaining the r a s t e r  tilt 
of camera  C-1 (see Figure 12). 
The faceplate itself has a flat rim surround- 
This rim is ground flat and defines a plane 
We used a soft lead pencil to mark  the ends of two perpendicular 
spacecraft  
C 
direction for  
C 
F o r  Uvicon R19A, the reference diameters  were 
After reference m a r k s  are placed on the faceplate rim, the Uvicon is 
mounted on the translation table cradle  inside the Uvicon tank with the diam- 
e t e r  H-H in a n  approximately ver t ical  orientation. The monochromator is 
adjusted fo r  the zero-order (visible) beam and the Uvicon is translated and 
elevated on its car r iage  until the beam is centered exactly on the upper refer- 
ence mark. 
until the beam falls in the vicinity of the lower reference mark. 
is centered laterally on this mark, the tube is properly oriented; i f  not, the 
With the use  of the elevation control only, the tube is raised 
If the beam 
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tube i s  rotated in i ts  cradle slightly in the appropriate direction and/or  
translated laterally slightly until the beam is centered on the top and the 
bottom marks  as the tube is alternately raised and lowered with the elevation 
control. When this occurs, the scale reading (H ) on the translation control 
represents the location of the diagonal H-H. 
that the beam is centered on either the right o r  the left reference mark. 
this position, the elevation-control scale reading V 
diagonal V-V. The optic axis is then located by setting the scales  of the 
translation and elevation controls to  H 
other point on the faceplate, the Uvicon is translated and elevated a n  appro- 
priate amount, with the calibrated scales  on the translation and elevation 
controls being used. 
0 
The Uvicon is now positioned S O  
In 
gives the location of the 0 
and Vo, respectively. To locate any 0 
F o r  calibration purposes, e lectr ical  connections with the Uvicons a r e  
made to  four Kovar flanges The front flange 
(no. 1) provides a connection with the photocathode surface: the remaining 
flanges (nos. 2, 3 ,  and 4) a r e  focusing electrodes in the tube. The photo- 
cathode current  i s  measured by connecting flange no. 1 to the input of a 
Keithley Model 417 picoammeter. 
together and a r e  biased about +50 volts to provide a collector f o r  electrons 
emitted from the photocathode. During low-temperature tests,  Uvicon 
temperatures a r e  measured by attaching a thermocouple to flange no. 4. 
on the main body of the tube. 
Flange nos. 2 and 3 a r e  connected 
Thermocouple leads a r e  passed unbroken through hermetic seals  mounted 
on the Uvicon-tank cover plates. 
Although the cold shroud is designed to provide a nearly isothermal 
environment for  devices under test ,  some thermal  gradients do exist within 
Uvicon tubes at low temperatures.  
warmer  than the res t  of the tube since i t  "sees" the diaphragm, which is a t  
approximately room temperature. 
thermocouples directly to the faceplate of a flight Uvicon, we have instead 
measured the temperature of flange no. 4 during actual calibrations. The 
relationship between flange no. 4 temperature and faceplate temperature 
was then determined by a n  experiment on a reject  Uvicon. Two thermo- 
couples were attached to the faceplate of this tube, one on the rim and one 
In particular, the faceplate is slightly 
Because i t  is not possible to attach 
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in  the center. 
of aluminum-foil-backed adhesive. A third couple was attached to flange 
no. 4, and the output of each was recorded at various low temperatures.  
Both the faceplate thermocouples agreed to within less than 1" C; the temper-  
a ture  of the faceplate was 10  to 15" higher than that of flange no. 4, however, 
at the lowe st temperatures  imposed. 
The thermocouples were held f i rmly in  place by small pieces 
The first  s tep in  the calibration of a Wvicon consists of placing reference 
marks  on the faceplate rim and orienting the tube in the calibration chamber 
as described above. Electr ical  connections a r e  made to  the Uvicon, and the 
tank is evacuated to 10  -5 t o r r  o r  below. If a thermal  tes t  is to be run, the 
shroud is refrigerated until the desired Uvicon temperature  is achieved. 
The sodium salicylate detector is positioned in  the beam, and the output of 
this device is connected to  a Keithley Model 417 picoammeter, which in  turn 
provides a n  amplified input signal for  a Brown high-speed chart  recorder  o r  
f o r  a Datex digital (punched card) recording system. 
the salicylate detector is (A)  
monochromator output is varied continuously over the spectral  region of 
interest ,  typically 1000 to 3000 A. After this scan is finished, the salicylate 
detector is removed f rom the beam, the Uviconunder tes t  is positioned s o  
that the beam is incident upon the desired location of the faceplate, and the 
Uvicon photocathode output i ( A )  is recorded as the spectrum is again 
scanned. 
location on the faceplate; this procedure is repeated, rerecording i ( A )  
periodically, until all desired locations on the faceplate have been calibrated. 
An identical sequence of measurements  is performed at each temperature 
required. Assuming that the spec t ra l  sensitivity Qs(A) of the sodium salicy- 
late detector is known, Q (1) is determined by the measurement  of only two U 
quantities: i,(X) and i u ( X ) ,  
The output current  of 
is then recorded as the wavelength of the 
U 
The Uvicon is then repositioned and i ( A )  recorded for  another U 
S 
Since i ( X )  and i (A)  cannot be recorded simultaneously, it is necessary U S 
to ensure that the output of the hydrogen discharge source is stable enough 
to allow a direct  comparison of i (A)  and i ( A )  scans taken 15 min  o r  m o r e  S U 
apa r t  (approximately 15 m i n  are required to  obtain a complete scan). This 
stability has  been provided by operating the source with a McPherson Model 
730 constant- current-regulated power supply. In addition, hydrogen is sup- 
plied to the source via a needle valve that permits  accurate  regulation of the 
gas pressure  in  the source. 
generally changes very little during the course of a day af ter  a n  initial 
stabilization period. 
however, we have made a practice of rerecording i (1) af ter  every three 
measurements  of i (A). 
Experience has shown that the source 's  output 
Because of a n  occasional random variation in  output, 
S 
U 
Calibration of the long-wavelength cutoff character is t ics  of Uvicons has  
The Uvicon is mounted on a n  optic been performed by a different technique. 
bench, its faceplate covered by a mask  containing capped holes in  the positions 
where calibration is desired. 
tion f rom a mercu ry  lamp calibrated for  use as a standard by the techniques 
described in  Section 6. 2. 7. 
means of a n  interference f i l ter  calibrated in the same manner  as a r e  the 
flight f i l ters .  The Uvicon is calibrated by removing one cap at a time to 
expose each position in  turn to the known irradiance f rom the lamp-filter 
combination. F o r  the A-type Uvicons, this calibration serves  as a check on 
the monochromator calibration at 2537 A. F o r  the D-type Uvicons, the light 
level available f rom the monochromator is insufficient to  cause a perceptible 
signal at 2537 A, and the bench calibration serves  as the only measure  of 
quantum efficiency at that wavelength. 
measurement  provides calibration at 3130, 3341, and 3660 A, in  addition to 
providing a check of the calibration at 2537 A. 
The mask is irradiated by ultraviolet illumina- 
Light of the desired wavelength is selected by 
0 
0 
F o r  the A-type Uvicons, the bench 
0 
The foregoing discussion outlines in a general  manner  the procedures 
used to obtain Qu(A;x, y, T ): detailed test plans €or Uvicons a r e  provided 
in  Calibration Test  Instructions CTI-8 and CTI-8a. 
U 
F igures  43 through 46 show typical quantum-efficiency curves fo r  the 
four  flight Uvicons. 
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Figure 43 .  Typical quantum-efficiency curves for  Uvicon R19A 
(F-1 telescope). 
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Figure 44. Typical quantum-efficiency curves for Uvicon 65-35-O5OD 
(F-2  telescope). 
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Figure 45. Typical quantum-efficiency curves for  Uvicon R29A 
(F-3 telescope). 
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Figure 46. Typical quantum-efficiency curves for  Uvicon R42D 
(F-4 telescope). 
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Calibration of the electronic t ransfer  function, N (Vz), of the Uvicon 
P 
requires  operation of the tube in  a manner  identical to that to be used in  
orbit, under excitation by point sources  of known intensity and position. 
This calibration is performed at EMR in  the configuration shown in Figure 
47. 
point source, is passed through a filter F of known attenuation. The 
f i l t e rs  used have been calibrated f o r  transmittance by SA0 and found to  have 
essentially constant transmittance between 1800 and 4000 A. 
of the Uvicon U the i r radiance f rom this source is independent of position. 
A reticle R is attached to the Uvicon faceplate to res t r ic t  the illumination 
to the desired configuration on the photocathode. 
source, the reticle is provided with a hole of 1 cm2 area and the photoelec- 
t r i c  current  is measured directly in  the same manner  as at SAO. F o r  cali- 
bration of the Uvicon, the reticle is provided with ei ther  14 o r  26 holes 
evenly distributed throughout the scanned area of the photocathode, with one 
asymmetr ical  hole provided as a parity indicator. The area of each hole is 
approximately 1 0  
geometrically by EMR and optically by SAO. The Uvicon is calibrated as a 
unit with its high-voltage power supply and camera  module, which includes 
deflection amplifiers and video preamplifier. This unit is controlled, and 
the video signal is amplified and analyzed by a tes t  set  TS equivalent in  
operation to the Bay E-4 electronic subassembly that will perform these 
functions in the flight payload. 
se t  is sent to a n  AS1 computer for  transcription onto magnetic tape in 
computer-compatible format. 
s e t  is displayed on a n  oscilloscope and photographed; the signal is also 
recorded by a n  Ampex FR-1800 tape recorder .  
is calibrated throughout its dynamic range at room temperature,  and through 
one decade at the center  of its dynamic range at additional temperatures  
expected to be encountered in  orbit. F igures  48 through 51 show typical 
t ransfer  functions f o r  the four flight Uvicon modules. 
Light f rom a mercu ry  calibrator lamp L, masked down to provide a 
0 
At the faceplate 
F o r  calibration of the 
-4 cm2 and has been calibrated to a n  accuracy of 170, 
In the digital mode, the signal f rom the tes t  
In the analog mode, the signal f rom the tes t  
The Uvicon camera  module 
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Figure 47. Test  configuration for  calibration of Uvicon t ransfer  function. 
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Figure 49. Typical t ransfer  functions f o r  Uvicon 63-35-050D ( F - 2  telescope). 
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Figure 50. Typical t ransfer  functions fo r  Uvicon R29A (F-3 telescope). 
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Figure 51. Typical t ransfer  functions fo r  Uvicon R42D (F-4 telescope). 
The accuracy with which we can determine the brightness of a source 
A depends in par t  upon the algorithm used for  reducing the output matrix 
t o  a scalar quantity Vz. 
analysis of the output signals i n  a data frame to determine the distribution 
of values assumed by a 
distribution curve. That portion of the picture ar is ing f rom the noise back- 
ground produces a character is t ic  maximum in the distribution in  the vicinity 
-4  of y, I = 5 X 10 
than three standard deviations above this average noise level is considered 
to  be a signal f rom a point source; the average noise is subtracted f rom each 
components of the signal, and a for  the resulting submatrix is of the %,I 
summed over k and I. 
"set" is usually required to be 4. By retaining the original data tapes, we 
a r e  able to improve our transfer-function calibration as our  algorithm f o r  
computing Vx is improved. 
Our present  algorithm first performs a statist ical  
Figure 52 shows a typical Celescope signal 
k, I' 
volts. Any se t  of adjacent points all of which lie more  
ka I 
The number of adjacent points required to  forrn a 
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Figure 52. Typical noise-distribution curve. 
A s  can be seen f rom Figure 47, the positions of the illuminated points 
(x, y) 
reticle holes and lamp relative to the photocathode by means of a straight- 
forward ray trace. 
these rays backward a s  if they had arrived via reflection f rom the telescope 
mirrors, and thus deduce the equivalent positions ( 5  ,q) on the celestial  
sphere. ( R e f e r  to Figure 14. ) The corresponding r a s t e r  position (ko, lo), 
is most easily defined as the position for  which a reaches a local maxi- 
mum. The electronic calibration of the Uvicon would thus enable us to  deter-  
mine the positional t ransfer  function if the relationship between (ko, 1,) and 
( 5  ,q) were invariant. It turns  out that the position of the r a s t e r  relative to 
the optic axis depends upon the direction of the ear th 's  magnetic field rela- 
tive to  the Uvicon, but that the amplitude and direction of the scan relative 
to the ( 5  ,q) coordinate system a r e  invariant. 
invariant in ( 5  ,q) coordinates and thus serves  as a measure  of the position 
of the raster .  
on the photocathode can be determined f rom the known positions of the 
In practice, it turns out to be more  convenient to t race 
k, 1 
The calibration image is 
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The Uvicon t ransfer  functions a r e  most  conveniently expressed in t e rms  
of camera gain (G ), deflection sensitivity (J), and raster rotation (eo), 
defined as follows: 
C 
G =- 
c itex a 
J E  77 
k ( Q o  - Qc) s in  6 t (k, - kC) cos 8 ' 0 0 
J =  t: 
1 (lo - I C )  cos eo  t (k - kC) s i n 8  a 0 0 
where (k I ) is the position of the optic axis in r a s t e r  coordinates. The 
r a s t e r  rotation (8 ) is defined as the angle between the horizontal sweep 0 
direction and the +Z 
F - 2 ,  180" for  F-3, and 0" f o r  F-4. 
obtained by a simple transformation of Figures  48 through 51. 
sensitivities of all four cameras ,  along both axes, a r e  very nearly 36 a r c s e c  
per television scan line. 
C' c 
spacecraft axis; e o  is 15" f o r  telescope F-1,  180" for  
versus  Vc can be 
C 
Typical curves of G 
C 
The deflection 
6.  2. 3 Gain calibration of electronic subassemblies 
The signal f rom each Uvicon camera  is first amplified by a video 
amplifier whose gain (G ) is appropriately tailored f o r  its Uvicon, and then 
sent t o  the Bay E-4 subassembly f o r  fur ther  processing. 
of operation, Bay E-4 attenuates the signal slightly and mixes i t  with syn- 
chronization pulses of calibrated amplitude for transmission via the wide- 
band transmitter.  In the PCM mode of digital operation, Bay E-4 encodes 
the signal a 
sion via the wide-band t ransmit ter ;  the line number (k) is also encoded 
whenever it changes. 
encodes the signal (y 
whenever a 
Digital Word 1" pulse is generated to cause this word to be stored by the 
Experimenter 's  Data -Handling Equipment (EDHE). 
1 
In the analog mode 
into ser ia l  words containing 7 bits plus parity for  t ransmis-  
k, 1 
In the store mode of digital operation, Bay E-4 
) and position (k and I) into parallel  23-bit words; 
> Q  
exceeds a threshold specified by ground command, a "Store 
k, I 
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The gains of the video amplifier (G ) and of Bay E-4 (G ) a r e  measured 1 4 
in the standard manner, by comparing the amplitude of an  input signal f rom 
a proper signal generator with the amplitude of the corresponding output 
signal. 
CTP-130 and CTP-167. 
These calibrations a r e  described in  detail by Calibration Tes t  Plans 
6. 2 . 4  Calibration of the calibrator-lamp systems 
Figure 53 shows, in relationship to the telescope subassembly, the cali- 
brator- lamp system and the fixture used fo r  calibrating it. 
lamp system consists of a power supply 
stable light output f rom the lamp; a xenon- o r  mercury-lamp assembly L 
mounted on the rim of the telescope tube T;  and a diagonal m i r r o r  M and 
focusing lens F, mounted on the back of the secondary m i r r o r  assembly. 
In normal operation, light passing through a pinhole aper ture  in the lamp 
assembly is focused through the optical f i l ter  0 onto the Uvicon photocathode 
U. 
stabilized to maintain constant light output. 
chromatic at 2537 A. The xenon lamp is used for  the D-type Uvicons. 
xenon-lamp assembly includes a temperature  probe to provide data for  
determining its output, which va r i e s  as a function of temperature. 
is essentially monochromatic at 1470 A. 
focused by a quartz lens through the Corning 7910 optical f i l ter;  the xenon- 
lamp output is focused by a lithium fluoride lens through the lithium fluoride 
optical filter. 
The calibrator- 
current  stabilized to provide a PS 
The mercury  lamp is used f o r  the A-type Uvicons. It is temperature 
Its output is essentially mono- 
The 
0 
Its output 
The mercury-lamp output is 
Calibration of the calibrator system is performed as one step in  thermal- 
vacuum calibration of the telescope subassembly, described in  Section 6. 2. 5. 
The calibration fixture C is bolted to the telescope tube T so that m i r r o r  R 
causes the calibrator output image to be focussed onto the center of the 
photocathode of a solar-blind photomultiplier PMT. 
calibrations, a n  auxiliary Corning 791 0 filter A is mounted in the calibration 
fixture. 
standards described more  fully in  Section 6. 2.7; the details of this 
During mercury-lamp 
The calibration fixture is calibrated by SA0 against the laboratory 
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Figure 53. Arrangement f o r  calibrating the calibrator-lamp system. 
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calibration a r e  specified in  Calibration Test  Instruction CTI-3B. 
procedures fo r  using this device in  the calibration of the calibrator system 
a r e  given in Celescope Test Plan CTP-158. 
monochromatic flux output f rom the calibrator system at room temperature,  
The 
These procedures yield the 
( T  ). The temperature dependence of the xenon-calibrator system is 'CAL o 
determined during thermal-vacuum testing of the xenon-calibrator-lamp 
assembly (Celescope Tes t  P lan  CTP-124). For the F-2 telescope, this 
dependence is found to be 
F o r  the F-4 telescope, this dependence is found to be 
where temperatures  a r e  expressed in  degrees Kelvin. 
6 .  2. 5 Calibration of telescope subassemblies 
In order  to provide a direct  comparison between the "component" C a l i -  
brations described above and the subassembly calibration that they imply, 
we calibrate every  telescope subassembly in  EMR's  Thermal-Vacuum Optical 
Bench (TVOB) in a collimated beam of monochromatic light. This calibration 
uses  the same tes t  equipment to generate and analyze the television signal as 
was used during Uvicon transfe r-function calibration. 
collimated beam is established by using the photomultiplier f rom the 
calibrator- system calibration fixture as a beam probe. 
calibration, i n  that it is made at only one wavelength, at only one position, 
and over only a limited range of intensity. 
a n  indication of any systematic deviations between observed and computed 
subassembly calibrations 
the subassembly before it is mounted in the s t ructural  assembly and connected 
The brightness of the 
It is a n  incomplete 
Its pr imary purpose is to  provide 
and to  provide a firm indication of the integrity of 
110 
to the Bay E-4 electronics. 
Celescope Test  P lan  CTP-171. 
Telescope calibration is described fully in  
TVOB calibration establishes only the correctness  of the intensity t rans-  
f e r  function; it includes no tight requirement concerning the alignment of the 
collimated beam relative to the optic axis. 
is confirmed by a set of measurements  performed in  the ambient clean- 
room environment at EMR, in  which-the position of the signal in the r a s t e r  
is compared with the direction of the input beam relative to  the optic axis 
f o r  a number of positions throughout the field of view. 
telescope is rotated 90" between calibrations of deflection sensitivities in 
the Y and Z directions. The resulting change in  the configuration of the 
telescope relative to  the ear th ' s  magnetic field induces a shift in  the position 
of the r a s t e r  relative t o  the optic axis, s o  that this tes t  cannot be used f o r  
"locating" the optic axis in r a s t e r  coordinates. 
the optic axis is described in Section 6. 2 .6 .  
calibration of the telescope subassembly is described in Celescope Test  Plan 
Positional calibration accuracy 
During this test, the 
C C 
The procedure for  locating 
The procedure for  positional 
CTP- 178. 
During vibration testing, telescope F-3 changed its character is t ics  in 
such a manner  that the calibration performed ea r l i e r  on i t s  Uvicon module 
(R29A) was compromised. 
assembly calibration of this telescope s o  a s  to supply full calibration data. 
Except for  the addition of a large number of extra  calibration points and the 
requirement fo r  accurate calibration and control of beam intensity, this tes t  
was similar to normal positional calibration as described by CTP-178. 
It was therefore necessary to expand the sub- 
6. 2 . 6  System calibration 
System calibration is performed in the Vacuum Optical Bench (VOB) at 
GSFC. It, too, is a partial  calibration, in which each input parameter  
(except temperature) is varied over a small number of steps, fo r  compari- 
son of the observed output with an output computed f rom the results of com- 
ponent and subassembly tests.  VOB calibration was performed at four 
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wavelengths, four positions, three operating modes, three exposure times, 
and three beam intensities. The wavelengths selected were 1216, 1608, 
1849, and 2537 A. Exposure t imes were 5, 15, and 60  sec. Intensity and 
exposure time together covered the range f rom 10 to 1000 times threshold 
for  the most  sensitive camera. 
threshold fo r  any one camera,  even at the most  intense settings. 
intensity was determined by mechanical scanning of the beam with a probe 
holding two photomultipliers: one furnished and calibrated by SAO, the other 
furnished by GSFC and calibrated by ASCOP. 
Of course, not all wavelengths a r e  above 
Beam 
One of the positions for  VOB calibration is with the beam parallel  to the 
optic axis, as defined by the optical alignment cube attached to the COP 
structure.  With the beam in  this orientation, the raster position of the optic 
axis can be directly compared with the r a s t e r  position of the calibrator lamp 
image at the same time. The difference between these two positions in  
r a s t e r  coordinates remains constant, thus enabling us to determine the 
position of the r a s t e r  relative to the optic axis during orbital operation. 
6. 2. 7 Calibration of SAO's laboratory standards 
The calibration of Uvicons and photomultipliers, required for  certain of 
the measurements described above, involves the comparison of the unknown 
device against a laboratory standard whose sensitivity o r  irradiance is 
presumed to be known. 
known'' laboratory standards: the sodium salicylate fluorescent detector 
shown in  Figure 30, of presumably known sensitivity; and the mercury-lamp 
assembly shown in Figure 54a, of presumably known irradiance when the 
temperature and current  are controlled by the electronic control unit shown 
in Figure 54b. 
At SAO, we have developed two types of "presumably 
0 
Our most  accurately established calibration point is the 2537 A i r rad i -  
ance of our mercury-lamp assemblies.  This calibration is performed by 
direct  comparison at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) against their  
2537 A irradiance standard; as a detector, one of SAO's ASCOP solar-blind 
photomultipliers is operated as a photodiode, in  combination with one of 
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Figure 54a. SA0 mercury-lamp ultraviolet-irradiance standard. 
1 1 3  
Figure 54b. Electronic control unit f o r  SA0 mercury-lamp ultra 
irradiance standard. 
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SAO's 2537 A interference f i l t e rs  and an  aperture  stop whose area has been 
calibrated. The distance of the S A 0  standard lamp from the aperture  
stop is adjusted until the signals f rom the SA0 lamp and the NBS lamp are 
equal. 
marized in Celescope Calibration Report CCR-112; SA0  lamp No. Hg-2 has 
maintained constant irradiance during this period to a precision of *2%. 
accuracy of calibration of the NBS standard is stated by NBS to be *5%. 
is a bright source; its i r radiance is 0. 322 w / m  . 
The results of such calibrations during the past  four  years  are sum- 
The 
This 
2 
The spectral  sensitivity of our sodium salicylate detector is first 
determined by comparison against the spectral  sensitivities of a se t  of sodium 
salicylate sc reens  as observed by a n  RCA 6199 photomultiplier in  a different 
configuration f rom that of the laboratory standard, as shown in  Figure 55. 
Also visible in  Figure 55 is a n  ASCOP photomultiplier, normally the same 
one as  is used fo r  the 2537 A calibration with mercu ry  lamps. 
tory standard is visible above the screens,  in its retracted position. 
the mercury-lamp calibration serves  to determine the sensitivity of the 
photomultiplier at 2537 A, the sensitivities of the five salicylate detectors 
at that wavelength can be determined by comparison against it. 
sensitivities of the s ix  detectors a r e  normally determined as a function of 
wavelength between about 900 and 3000 A, since calibration outside this range 
requires a change in  the working gas for  our discharge lamp. 
during the 3-1/2 years  since screens SS-1, SS-3, and SSR-1 were produced 
are  most  simply interpreted under the assumption that screens SS-1 and 
SS-3 and the procedure f o r  producing screens have provided invariant 
spectral-sensitivity responses over this time interval. 
ASCOP photomultiplier has, during this time, slowly decreased in  absolute 
photodiode sensitivity without appreciably changing in  regard to the shape of 
the spectral-response curve between 1000 and 3000 A .  
changed its spectral  response at a n  accelerating rate,  beginning f rom near  
identity with the sodium salicylate reference standards in July 1964 and 
terminating with a rapid deterioration of its response below 1600 A i n  April  
1967; in  June 1967 it was replaced with a new working standard of the same 
type. Figure 56 shows how its spectral  response changed with time. 
57 compares the rate of this deterioration at 1216 A against environmental 
exposure f o r  this device. 
0 
The labora- 
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Figure 57. Deterioration of fluorescent detector SSR-1 at 1216 k as a 
function of environmental exposure. 
Choice of sodium salicylate as our  fluorescent agent was based on the 
hope that we could determine i t s  spectral-response characterist ics either by 
reference to the considerable scientific l i terature  on that subject o r  by cali- 
bration against a better standard in some other laboratory. The results of 
our l i terature search  a r e  summarized by the statement that the only a s su r -  
ance a worker in this field has  that he has reproduced the results described 
in the l i terature  is to calibrate his fluorescent screens against a better 
standard. In 1965, af ter  preliminary calibrations of our working standard 
against nitr ic oxide ionization chambers in our own laboratory and elsewhere 
led us  to believe our sodium salicylate did not behave as we had expected it 
to, we decided to  study the usefulness of thermocouples as our most  basic 
standard of spectral  sensitivity at wavelengths other than 2537 A. The 
problems of using thermocouples i n  this application a r e  discussed by Canfield, 
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Johnson, Codling, and Madder (1967). Our study, conducted for  us  by the 
consulting firm of A. D. Little, Inc., is described in  their  final report  to  
u s  ( repor t  ADL-66). Since, as shown above, we have in  essence calibrated 
our laboratory standards at 2537 against a standard lamp at NBS, we can 
complete our calibration by comparing these standards against our themno- 
couple and establishing the spectral-response curve fo r  the thermocouple. 
We considered the following departures  of our the rrnocouple calibration 
techniques f rom the ideal case for  which a uniformly sensitive, perfectly 
black thermocouple is compared against the unknown device i n  a constant 
beam of perfectly monochromatic light: 
thermal  losses  f rom the thermocouple were photoelectric emission, and 
that the photoelectric quantum efficiency was that found by Johnston and 
Madden (1965). 
lengths we use. 
formit ies  of illumination o r  thermocouple response. 
being tested i n  a manner  similar to  that used by Canfield - et al. (1967). 
(c) We determined, by experiments with a n  infrared-transparent chopper of 
KRS-5  glass, that the infrared background signal was the expected signal 
ar is ing f rom a difference in temperature between monochromator and C a l i -  
bration chambers amounting to less than 2 " .  This signal was m o r e  easily 
and accurately measured as a background level fo r  monochromator wave- 
length settings known to produce no ultraviolet signal. (d) We found, as an  
unexpected source of departure f r o m  the ideal case, that significant thermal  
energy was carr ied through the monochromator by the flow of hydrogen gas 
f rom our windowless light source. This background and the infrared back- 
ground were measured together, i n  the manner  indicated above; the total 
background signal is about 10% of the ultraviolet signal at 1216 and 1608 A, 
where the ultraviolet signal is most  intense. 
(a) W e  assumed that the only non- 
This correction is less than 2% fo r  even the shortest  wave- 
(b) W e  assumed that no correction is required fo r  nonuni- 
This assumption is now 
The absolute sensitivity of the thermocouple to  radiant energy was 
determined both by calibration against  our  me rcury-lamp 2537 A i r radiance 
standard and by calibration against  a carbon-filament total-irradiance stand- 
a r d  sold and calibrated by the NBS. These two calibrations agreed to better 
than 1%. 
0 
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Our calibration techniques, described above, can thus be summarized 
by the following equations: 
1. Calibration of SA0 mercury  lamp against NBS mercury  lamp at 
0 
2537 A: 
a 
0 
where FS is the 2537 A irradiance of the SA0 lamp at distance D, and FN is 
the 2537 A irradiance of the NBS lamp at l 'm. 
2 .  Calibration of SA0 thermocouple against SA0 mercury  lamp at 
2537 A: 
P =  
FSTCaC ' 
where P is the sensitivity of the thermocouple, V 
the thermocouple, T 
between the lamp and the thermocouple, and a 
stop used. 
is the signal voltage f rom T 
is the combined transmittance of the f i l ters  used 
C 
C 
is the a r e a  of the aperture  
3. Calibration of S A 0  thermocouple against NBS carbon-filament total- 
irradiance standard a t  SAO: 
vT P =  
FCTWaC ' 
where F 
effective transmittance of the quartz window of the vacuum chamber. 
is the total irradiance of the carbon-filament lamp, and TWis the C 
4. Calibration of ASCOP photodiode against SA0 mercury  lamp a t  
2537 A: 
hc  
I 
'S 
QS(2537) = FSTCaC e X  ' 
where QS is the quantum efficiency of the ASCOP photodiode, is is the signal 
current, e is the charge on the electron, X is the wavelength (2537 A),  h is 
Planck's constant, and c is the velocity of light. 
0 
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working standard against ASCOP photodiode at  2537 A: 
SSR i 
where QSSR(2537) is the quantum efficiency of the working standard at 
2537 A, and issR/iS is the ratio of photocurrents between the working 
standard and the ASCOP photodiode at 2537 A. 
6. Calibration of working s tandasd against thermocouple : 
SSR hc QssR(X) = P -- VT eX ' 
i 
where i ssR/VT is the ratio of the photocurrent f rom the working standard to 
thermoelectric voltage f rom the thermocouple as a function of wavelength. 
6.  3 Data Reduction 
The input information supplied to the experimenter consists of two parts:  
the video signal and the telemetry record. 
is conversion of the video-signal tape into a standard format. For the PCM 
mode of operation, this conversion is a tr ivial  format conversion, the basic 
fo rm of the data being preserved. 
conversion is accomplished by adding zeroes  in  the locations that were sup- 
pressed by the thresholding function. F o r  the analog mode of operation, this 
conversion is accomplished by analog-to-digital conversion on the Celescope 
data-handling equipment at  the rate of one sample every 2 psec; the resulting 
mat r ix  of approximately 300 X 800 element is converted to the necessary 
256 X 251 element mat r ix  by interpolation. 
The f i r s t  step in data reduction 
F o r  the store mode of operation, this 
F igures  58 and 59 show two portions of the video-signal matrix f rom a 
5-sec exposure taken during testing of the F-1 telescope, using the digital 
t es t  se t  to perform the functions of the Bay E-4 equipment. 
record for  this exposure gives N = 1, M = PCM (Digital Tes t  Set), 
= t25" 6, T4 = t25"  C, T I  = t25" C, and t T U  ex 
The telemetry 
= 5. 0 sec. 
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The second step in data reduction is to locate the stars in  the output 
matrix and determine the r a s t e r  position (k 1 ) and integrated amplitude 
(2 )  fo r  each star in accordance with the algorithms described briefly in  
Section 6. 2 .6 .  
0’ 0 
Applying these algorithms to F igures  58 and 59, we obtain 
lo = 122, ko  = 140, 2 = 381, lCAL = 129, kCAL - 161, CCAL = 71.4. 
The third s tep in  d a t a  reduction extracts  the following information from 
the telemetry record: operating mode (M), camera number (N),  exposure 
time (t ), subsystem selection (B), relevant temperatures  (Tu, T1, T4), 
and spacecraft  orientation (a. o, h 0 ,  p) .  
they apply to this particular test, a r e  listed above. F o r  operation with the 
digital t es t  set, there  is no subsystem selection nor spacecraft  orientation. 
ex  
These telemetry data, insofar as 
Data reduction then proceeds in  accordance with the following equations, 
which essentially represent a reversa l  of the calibration process.  
calibration data required for this analysis a r e  available in CCR-182 in 
tabular, graphical, and punched-card formats.  
The 
A. To find the position of the r a s t e r  relative to the optic axis: 
and depend 1. The quantities 8 O J  v~~ - V ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  vvc v ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  4 
only on N and can be determined directly f rom the calibration tables listing 
those quantities as functions of N. F o r  the F-1 telescope, eo  = 1 6 ~ 8 ,  
v~~ - V~~~~ = -0. 71 volt, and I’ = O P O .  vc  - V~~~ 4 = -0. 02 volt, v 
2. The high- and low-deflection voltages, HH, HV> LH, and LV 
depend only on M, N, and T they can be determined by interpolation in the 
corresponding calibration tables. 
H V =  t 3 .  09 volts, LH = -2.  83 volts, and L 
4; 
F o r  the digital test  set, HH = t 3 .  05 volts, 
= -2.91 volts. V 
The deflection voltages corresponding to the r a s t e r  position of 3. 
each star a r e  determined f rom the equations 
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F o r  the calibration-lamp image, these equations give the deflection voltages 
f o r  the calibration position (V  HCAL, VvcAL). F r o m  these equations we 
find, for  our F-1  tes t  example, VH = -0. 03 volt, Vv = to. 37 volt, 
V~~~~ = to. 1 3  volt, and VVCAL = to. 86 volt. 
4. The position of the optic axis (VHc, Vvc) and the rotation of 
the ver t ical  reference direction relative to the tY direction, (e t I' ) can 
then be determined f rom the above information: VHc = to. 11 volt, 
C 0 4  
vvc = t o .  15  e t r4 = 1 6 ~ 8 .  0 
B. To find the position of each s tar :  
1. 
M, and N. 
calibration tables. 
f Z  = 0. 501 degree volt 
degree volt . 
The position t ransfer  functions, f 
They can be determined by interpolation in the corresponding 
and f Z ,  depend upon VH, Vv, 
-1 
Y 
F o r  our example, fy  = 0. 532 degree volt , 
-1 , and fZCAL = 0.498 = 0. 530 degree volt-' , f~~~~ -1 
2. The position of each s t a r  on the celestial  sphere, relative to the 
OAO coordinate system, is then determined f rom the equations 
rl = fy[(VH - VHc) s in  (eo t r,) t (Vv - Vvc) cos (6, t r,)] . 
- OP36. CAL - F o r  our example, 5 = -0: 04, q = OP09, t; CAL = O P 1 1 ,  andq  
3. Conversion f rom spacecraft  coordinates to equatorial coordi- 
nates fo r  epoch 1950. 0 is effected through the following equations: 
If 
i n  the third o r  fourth quadrant. 
is positive, 8" is in  the f i r s t  o r  second quadrant; if 5 is negative, 8" is 
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The declination 6 of the star is found from the law of cosines fo r  
spherical  triangles: 
s in  6 = sin 6 cos +” + cos 6 0 0 s i n + ”  cos (6” - p )  . 
By definition, 6 l i es  between t 9 0 ”  and -90” .  
The right ascensiona of the star is found f rom the law of sines f o r  
spherical  triangles: 
sin (6” - p) sin +If  
cos 6 s in  (a - Qo) = 
Unless 6 is within 1P 5 of the pole, a - a 0 0 will l ie in the first o r  fourth 
quadrant. If it i s  necessary to ascer ta in  the quadrant of (a - ao), we compute 
0 cos 4‘’ - s in  6 s i n 6  
cos 6 cos 6 cos (a - ao) = 0 
Finally, 
a = a. + (a - a0) . 
F o r  our example, taken in the tes t  chamber this computation is not 
pe rf o rmed . 
C. To find the brightness f o r  each star: 
1. The gain of the video amplifier G1 depends only upon N and 
T1 and can be obtained by interpolation in the calibration tables. 
2. The gain of the Bay E-4 electronics G4 depends upon M, N, 
B, and T4, and can be obtained by interpolation in  the calibration tables. 
F o r  the digital t es t  set, G1G4 = 2 X 1 0  volt-’. 4 
3. The Uvicon camera output summation Ve is obtained from 
the equation 
= 3 . 5 7  x volt. = 1. 90 X 1 0  -2  volt and VecAL vc F o r  our example, 
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4. The integrated optical sensitivity U as defined in Section 6. 1, 
depends upon N, c ,  and 7, and can be found by interpolation in  the calibration 
tables. The calibration tables for U have been assembled for each telescope 
f rom the calibration data for  m i r r o r  reflectances, f i l ter  transmittances, and 
Uvicon quantum efficiencies, and a r e  listed separately for  each position where 
Uvicon quantum-efficiency calibration was performed. F o r  our example, 
3 = 4.55 x m amp sec  3 -1 and U~~~ U = 5.82 X m amp sec  joule 
joule , -1 
5. The camera gain G depends upon N, M, TU, VH, Vv, and Vx. 
C 
It can be determined by interpolation i n  the G 
example, G = 1. 73 X 1OI2 volt amp 
volt amp s e c  . 
calibration tables. F o r  our  
C -1 -1 sec  and C (CAL) = 1. 00 X 10l2  
C C -1 -1 
6. The brightness of each star I(A) is then determined f rom the 
e quat ion 
where the effective wavelength A 
color system defined by the camera number N and the position of the s t a r  
relative to the f i l ter  split line. This equation, as explained above, is based 
on the mean-value theorem, and is valid only for  a continuous spectrum. If 
we apply this equation to our example, we obtain I(A) = 8. 19 X 1 0  
= 1.54 x watt m-3 -1 = 8.19 X lo- ' '  e rg  s e c  A-', ICAL(ACAL 
= 1.54 x erg c m  sec  , with A lying between 1550 and 
3200 A, and ACAL lying between 2 100 and 3200 A. Since, however, 
we know that one of the images was formed f rom collimated monochromatic 
light of 2537 A wavelength, and the other by means of the calibration-lamp 
and calibrator optics system, it is more  appropriate to determine the 
quantities 
is known to l ie within the passband of the 
-4 - 3  watt rn 
- 2  -1 A-1 
0 
0 
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-7 where A = 2. 537 X 10 
and W(X) = S(X)/U, with S(X) being the sensitivity of the optical system for  
conversion of collimated monochromatic light to photoelectric current,  and 
m is the known wavelength f o r  the collimated beam 
.I. % C W ~ ~ ~  - 
) C W ~ ~ ~  * ';AIL- UG t - 'CAL(%AL 
- 
c e x  
where C is the optical collection efficiency of the telescope and 
WCAL - sC4L/uCAL> with CAL 
f o r  photoelectric conversion at the position of the calibration image. 
example, W(A) = 1.07 X 10 m, C = 0.0448 m , and W 
giving F*'(X) = 8.75 x 10 - I 2  watt m 
- being the sensitivity of the optical system fo r  
F o r  our 
-7 = 1.07 X 10 m, -7 2 
.I - 2  .*. CAL- 1 2 
and a i A L  = 7.40 X 10 watt. 
D.  The calibration image is observed once p e r  orbit, and we will 
We will use these attempt to repeatedly observe a number of objects. 
recalibration data to keep our calibration tables up to date as the instru- 
mentation ages  during orbital operations. 
E. At this point, the information can be sorted for  output as a partial  
catalog containing calculated position and brightness for  each star observed. 
These partial  catalogs can then be merged with each other and with the iden- 
tification catalog in whatever manner  is most  appropriate for  final as t ro-  
physical analysis. 
ultraviolet observations merged with entries f rom the identification catalog, 
by right ascension in  1" declination zones. F o r  guest investigators, we can 
furnish the d a t a  i n  whatever fo rm is agreed upon as most  appropriate. 
F o r  the basic Celescope catalog, we plan to publish our 
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APPENDIX A 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
In this Special Report, we have referred to  a number of the supporting 
documents listed in this Appendix. 
mation concerning the Celes cope experiment. 
request to Project  Celescope, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, 
6 0 Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02 138. 
These documents contain detailed infor- 
Copies can be obtained upon 
1. ADL Reports (final reports  by A. D. Little, Inc., on the techniques 
developed for  SA0 fo r  spectrophotometric calibration): 
ADL-65: "Final Report on Calibration of Celescope Components, ' I  
describing the techniques fo r  calibration of m i r r o r  reflectance, f i l ter  t rans-  
mittance, and Uvicon quantum efficiency. 
ADL-66: "A Thermocouple System as a Standard of Intensity in the 
Vacuum Ultraviolet, 
of laboratory standards against a, thermocouple and fo r  calibration of the 
thermocouple against standard lamps. 
describing the techniques and results f o r  calibration 
2.  CCR (Celescope Calibration Reports) (SA0 reports  giving detailed 
resul ts  of spectrophotometric calibrations of individual components). 
Celescope Technical Bulletin CTB-15 lists the CCR's that present calibra- 
tion results fo r  individual flight components. 
descr ibe more  general  results that a re  relevant to the calibration of the 
Celescope experiment: 
In  addition, the following CCR's 
CCR- 11 1: "Spectral Sensitivity of Sodium Salicylate Fluorescent 
Detectors. ' I  
CCR- 11 2: "Calibration of Photodiode Sensitivity of ASCOP Photo- 
multiplier, Type 541F, Ser ia l  No. 3030. ' ' 
CCR- 11 3: "Calibration of Monochromatic Irradiance f rom SA0 
0 
Standard Mercury-Lamp Assemblies at 2537 A. 
A- 1 
CCR- 136: "Reflectance of M i r r o r  Samples 6FP-4-OCL-2 (High 
Reflectance Standard), 2DP2F2 (Low Reflectance Standard) and X- 11 0-GSFC 
(GSFC Comparison Mirror) .  I' 
CCR- 137: "Effect of Temperature on the Transmittance of 
Celescope Fi l ters .  ' I  
CCR-148: "Calibration of Uvicon S31A. ' I  
CCR- 177: "Comparison of Spectrophotometric Response Calibrations 
Performed by SAO's Spectrophotometric Standards Laboratory with Those P e r -  
formed by Westinghouse Research Laboratory and by Westinghouse Tube 
Division. 
CCR-179: "Thermal  effects on the Quantum Efficiencies of Uvicons. ' I  
CCR- 182: "Cele scope System Calibration. I '  
3. CER (Celescope Engineering Reports) (EMR reports giving detailed 
resul ts  of engineering tests,  analyses, and calibrations performed by EMR). 
Celescope Technical Bulletin CTB- 15 lists the CER's that present calibration 
results for  individual flight components. In addition, the following CER 
descr ibes  more  general results that a r e  relevant to the calibration of the 
Cele scope experiment: 
CER-126: "Uvicon Paramet r ic  Response Study. ' I  
4. COM (Celescope Operations Manual) (EMR document listing the 
command and telemetry functions of the Celescope experiment, standard 
command sequences, and operating rules and limitations). 
5. CTB (Celescope Technical Bulletins) (SA0 reports  giving detailed 
The following CTB's give infor- information concerning special studies). 
mation relevant to the performance of the Celescope experiment: 
CTB-14: "The Radiation Environment f o r  the Orbit of the OAO 
A-2 Satellite, and its Effects on the Celescope Optical System. ' I  
CTB-15: "Status Report on Celescope Calibration. ' I  
A-2 
6. CTI (Celescope Test  Instruction) (SA0 t es t  instructions giving detailed 
procedures for  calibrations performed in  SAO's Spectrophotometric Standards 
Laboratory). Those CTI's relevant to  the calibration of the Celescope exper- 
iment a r e  listed in  CTB-15. 
7.  C T P  (Celescope Test  Plan) (EMR tes t  instructions giving detailed 
procedures f o r  calibrations, acceptance tests,  qualification tests,  etc., 
performed on Celescope instrumentation). Those CTP ' s  relevant to the 
calibration of the Celescope experiment are listed in  CTB-15. 
8. CTR (Celescope Test  Report) (EMR tes t  report  giving detailed 
results of t es t s  performed on Celescope instrumentation). 
relevant to the calibration of the Celescope experiment a r e  listed in  CTB-15. 
Those CTR's 
9. LR (Laboratory Reports) (SA0 reports  giving detailed results of 
individual calibration t e s t s  performed in the Spectrophotometric Standards 
Lab0 rat0 ry) . 
1 0. Technical Manuals (EMR manuals giving detailed descriptions of the 
design and operation of the Celescope experiment and associated ground- 
support equipment). 
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APPENDIX B 
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS SPECIAL REPORT 
A: (1) Indicates operation in  analog mode. 
(2) May a lso  be used as  symbolic representation of system 
output matrix. 
Ac: 
a: 
Output matrix during calibration with digital t es t  set. 
(1) This symbol, without subscript, should be reserved f o r  
sho rt-wavele ngth cutoff. 
(2)  This symbol, with one subscript, should be reserved for  
a rea .  
(3 )  With two subscripts, this symbol should be reserved for  
system matrix element. 
2 Area  of SA0 calibration reticle hole (m ). 
Effective area of telescope (m ). 
Area  of SA0 thermocouple aper ture  stop (m ). 
2 
aE: 
aT: 
2 
2 a :  n 
ASCOP: A division of Electromechanical Research, Inc., Princeton, N. J. 
Area  of nth hole in  EMR calibration reticle (m ) .  
B: E-4 subsystem selection. 
BTL: Bit  t ime line. 
b: (1 )  This symbol, without subscript, should be reserved f o r  long- 
wavelength cutoff. 
(2) This symbol, with two subscripts, should be reserved for  
Uvicon module matrix element. 
2 Collecting power of telescope (m ) at calibration wavelength; 
C = aERl (XCAL)R2(XCAL)- 
C: 
B- 1 
COP: Celescope Optical Package. 
(1) Velocity of light in vacuum (2. 997925 X 10 m sec - l ) .  
(2)  With the subscripts,  this symbol should be reserved fo r  
8 
element of matrix A 
C' 
Subscript referring to calibration. 
C: 
CAL: 
D: 
d: 
E: 
e: 
EMR: 
ETCU: 
F: 
FL: 
fH: 
fv: 
f y  : 
fz:  
FSTE: 
f :  
P 
fD: 
fA' 
fhl: 
f ~ ~ ~ ~ :  
(1) Operation in digital mode. 
(2) Distance between m i r r o r  ver t ices  (rn). 
Wi th  no subscript, this le t te r  should be used solely a s  a symbol 
f o r  differentiation. 
Photoelectron input (amp sec). 
Charge on the electron (1.6021 0 X 10-1 amp sec). 
Electromechanical Research, Inc. , Sarasota,  Fla. 
Experiment Test  Checkout Unit. 
Monochromatic irradiance (joule m sec  ). -2 -1 
Monochromatic irradiance of SA0 standard mercury  lamp 
(joule m sec ). , 
Horizontal-position t ransfer  function (degrees volt-l). 
Vertical-position t ransfer  function (degrees volt 
-2 -1 
-1 
). 
Position t ransfer  function parallel  to Yc axis (degrees volt-'). 
Position t ransfer  function parallel  to Z axis (degrees volt ). 
Fixed System Test  Equipment. 
-1 
C 
Arbi t ra ry  t ransfer  function. 
Digital intensity t ransfer  function (volt m joule-'). 
Analog intensity t ransfer  function (volt m joule ). 
Intensity t ransfer  function in a rb i t ra ry  mode (volt m joule ). 
3 
3 -1 
3 -1 
Intensity t ransfer  function as determined f rom calibration s t a r  
(volt m joule ). 3 -1 
B-2 
G' : 
GA: 
GD: 
G4: 
Gc: 
GPM: 
GTS: 
Gx: 
gPM: 
GSE: 
GSFC: 
H: 
H ~ ~ :  
HAO: 
H ~ ~ :  
HH: 
Hv: 
HDO: 
h: 
I: 
i: 
iu: 
i :  
iss: 
iSSR: 
S 
Voltage gain of video amplifier. 
Voltage gain of Bay E-4 analog chain. 
Voltage gain of Bay E-4 digital chain (volt-'). 
Voltage gain of Bay E-4 analog o r  digital chain (volt-'). 
Camera-module t ransfer  function (volt a m p  sec ). -1 -1 
Gain of photomultiplier. 
Gain of digital tes t  se t  (volts). 
Relative xenon calibrator-lamp flux normalized to unity a t  VXR. 
Re la tive gain of phot omultiplie r. 
G round-Suppo rt Equipment. 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 
Subscript referring to mercu ry  calibrator lamp. 
Peak-to-peak amplitude of analog horizontal sweep (volt). 
Analog horizontal sweep,direct current  off set  (volt). 
Peak-to-peak amplitude of digital horizontal sweep (volt). 
Digital horizontal sweep,direct current  offset (volt). 
High horizontal voltage (volts). 
High ver t ical  voltage (volts). 
Planck 's  constant (6.6256 X 
Spectral  irradiance (joule m sec  ). 
joule sec). 
- 3  -1 
Matr ix  row number. 
Photoelectric current  f rom Uvicon (amps). 
Photoelectric current  f rom S A 0  laboratory standard (amp). 
Photoelectric current  f rom sodium salicylate detector (amp), 
Photoelectric current  f rom sodium salicylate reflector detector 
(amp). 
B - 3  
iw: 
iNo: 
ipM: 
J: 
j: 
K: 
k: 
cal: 
k0: 
L: 
LH: 
Lv: 
lc al: 
lo: 
1: 
M: 
MSCE: 
m: 
N: 
n: 
OAO: 
OCL: 
P: 
Photoelectric current  f r o m  tungsten (amp). 
Photoelectric current  f r o m  ni t r ic  oxide (amp). 
Photomultiplier signal current  (amp). 
Deflection sensitivity of Celescope system (degrees volt 
- 1  
). 
Matr ix  column number. 
Analog Group 11 counts. 
Ras te r  line number. 
Centroid of calibration-image matrix in  k. 
Centroid of point-source matrix in k. 
Distance f rom ver tex  of secondary m i r r o r  to  Uvicon reference 
plane (m). 
Low horizontal voltage (volts). 
Low vertical  voltage (volts). 
Raster  element number. 
Centroid of calibration-image matrix in  1. 
Centroid of image i n  1. 
System ope rating mode. 
Mobile System Checkout Equipment. 
Number of holes in calibration reticle. 
Number of camera. 
(1) Ser ia l  number of EMR calibration position. 
(2) May a lso  be used f o r  index of refraction. 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory. 
Operation Code Line. 
Sensitivity of Thermocouple (joule volt-' s e c  
- 1  
). 
B - 4  
P: 
QU: 
'NO: 
as: 
ass: 
QW 
qu:  
QPM: 
qPM: 
qss: 
R1 : 
RZ : 
RMS : 
S: 
S :  
SAO: 
T c: 
Tu: 
T1 : 
T3: 
T4: 
TVOB: 
t: 
Any a rb i t r a ry  parameter.  
Effective quantum efficiency of Uvicon (electrons photon 
Quantum efficiency of nitr ic oxide (electrons photon 
Quantum efficiency of SA0 laboratory standard (electrons photon 
-1 
). 
-1 
). 
-1 
). 
Quantum efficiency of sodium salicylate detector normalized to 
unity at X = 2537 A. 
0 
Quantum efficiency of tungsten. 
Quantum efficiency of photomultiplier. 
Quantum efficiency of Uvicon relative to sodium salicylate 
detector. 
Quantum efficiency of photomultiplier relative to sodium 
salicylate detector. 
Quantum efficiency of sodium salicylate detector relative to 
s tand a r d d e te c t o r . 
Reflectivity of pr imary  m i r r o r .  
Reflectivity of secondary mi r ro r .  
Root Mean Square. 
Spectral  sensitivity of photo-optical system (m amp sec  joule ). 
Spectral  sensitivity of photo- optical system (amp sec  joule 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Mass. 
Transmittance of S A 0  calibration filter. 
Uvicon case temperature  (" C). 
Temperature of video amplifier (" C). 
Transmittance of optical filter. 
2 -1 
-1 
). 
Temperature of Bay E-4 (" C). 
Thermal-vacuum optical bench. 
Time. 
B-5 
tex: 
tH: 
tv: 
t ~ ~ :  
tA V: 
U: 
V ~ ~ :  
VT: 
V ~ ~ :  
Vx: 
V1 : 
V4 : 
VH: 
VD 0: 
VXR: 
vHC: 
Vv: 
vVc: 
Vz: 
Exposure time (sec).  
Time measured from s t a r t  of horizontal sweep (sec).  
Time measured f rom s t a r t  of ver t ical  sweep. 
Horizontal sweep time duration (sec). 
Vertical sweep time duration (sec). 
Optical passband integrated sensitivity (m amp sec  joule ). 
Peak-to-peak amplitude of analog ver t ical  sweep (volt). 
Analog ver t ical  sweep, direct  current  off se t  (volt). 
3 - 1  
Amplitude of analog calibration pulse at output of analog chain 
in  Bay E-4 (volt). 
Amplitude of analog calibration pulse associated with video 
signal a f te r  leaving Bay E-4 (volt). 
Peak-to-peak amplitude of digital ver t ical  sweep (volt). 
Digital ver t ical  sweep, direct  current offset (volt). 
Signal voltage f rom thermocouple (volt). 
Uvicon target  temperature probe voltage (volt). 
Xenon lamp temperature probe voltage (volt). 
Probe voltage associated with calibrator calibration tes t  (volt). 
Probe voltage associated with video amplifier (volt). 
Bay E-4 temperature probe voltage (volt). 
Horizontal sweep voltage (volt). 
Horizontal sweep voltage for  center of photocathode (volt). 
Vertical  sweep voltage (volt). 
Vertical  sweep voltage for  center  of photocathode (volt). 
Uvicon camera intensity output summation (volts). 
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VOB: Vacuum Optical Bench. 
W: Effective spectral  bandwidth (m). 
X: 
x, Y, 2: Distance (m) 
defined by out 
optical axis 
the same d i r  
reference mark  (9) defines the t Y ’  axis. 
mately the same direction a -X 
t X ‘  is in  approxi- 
C C 
spacecraft  axis. ) 
C 
Y1: 
Y2: 
x 1 :  
x2 : 
a: 
a o: 
6 :  
6 o: 
A: 
5 :  
‘1: 
Raster  line number at which signal first appears. 
Raster  line number at which signal disappears. 
Raster  element number at which signal first appears. 
Raster  element number at which signal disappears. 
Right ascension (1950. 0 coordinates) (degrees) (see Figure B- 1). 
Right ascension (1950. 0 coordinates) of spacecraft  -Xc axis 
(see  Figure B-1). 
Angle between spacecraft XcZc plane and plane through optic 
axis and f i l ter  split line (degrees) (see Figure B-2). 
Angle between spacecraft  X Y 
(degrees) (see Figure B-2). 
Declination (1 950. 0 coordinates) (degrees) (see Figure B-1). 
plane and telescope XLYL plane c c  
Declination (1 950. 0 coordinates) of spacecraft -Xc axis (degrees) 
( s ee  Figure B-1). 
An operator signifying differences. 
ection of X - Y plane 
C C 
F igures  B-1 and B 
Distance f r o  - Z plane on celestial  sphere 
(degrees) (s  
B-7 
Threshold setting. 
Azimuth in  object spa 
th in  object-space of spacecraft  (degr 
B-1 and B-2). 
Effective wavelength (m). 
Wavelength (m). 
UV wavelength f rom xenon calibrator (m). 
Ratio of circumference to  diameter of the circle,  3. 1415926536. 
Roll angle of spacecraft, measured f rom Y 
tion ( see  Figure B-1). 
Angle f rom + Y c  axis of spacecraft to direction of telescope 
optic axis (degrees) ( see  Figure B-1). 
System Analog intensity output summation (volt). 
axis to north direc-  
C 
System Digital intensity output summation (dimensionless). 
Calibrator flux (joule sec - l ) .  
Polar  angle (measured f rom optic axis) i n  object-space of 
telescope (degrees) ( see  Figure B-2). 
Angle between optic axis of telescope and -X 
(degrees) ( see  Figure B- 2). 
axis of spacecraft  
C 
Polar  angle (measured f rom -X axis) in  object-space of space- 
C 
( see  Figures  B-1 B-2). 
B -8 
P 
S 
Figure B-1. S ta r  position and OAO coordinate system as seen 
looking into the celestial  sphere f rom outside. 
33-9 
;p/ Uvicon E;ence 
0 
Figure B-2. Celescope and OAO coordinate systems a s  seen 
looking in  toward the Uvicon faceplate. 
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NO TICE 
This se r ies  of Special Reports was instituted under the supervision 
of Dr.  F. L. Whipple, Director of the Astrophysical Observatory of the 
Smithsonian Institution, shortly after the launching of the first artificial 
ear th  satellite on October 4, 1957. Contributions come from the Staff 
of the Observatory. 
First issued to ensure the immediate dissemination of data for  satel-  
l i te tracking, the reports have continued to provide a rapid distribution 
of catalogs of satellite observations, orbital information, and prelimi- 
nary results of data analyses pr ior  to formal publication in the appro- 
priate journals. The Reports a r e  also used extensively for the rapid 
publication of preliminary o r  special results in other fields of as t ro-  
physics . 
The Reports a r e  regularly distributed to all institutions partici-  
pating in the U. S. space research  program and to individual scientists 
who request them from the Publications Division, Distribution Section, 
Smiths onian As tr ophys ic  a1 Ob s e r vatory, Mas s achus e tts 
02 138.  
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